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ChAPTeR TwenTy-eIGhT 

UnITeD STATeS OF AMeRICA 

In dealing with the opium history of the United States of America until 
about 1950 under the heading of the “new Imperialism”, one has to stress 
more the “new” than “imperialism”. For most present commentators, all 
of the “real” imperialist adventures of this country (from Chile to nicaragua 
and Grenada, from Israel, Iraq to Vietnam and Afghanistan) started later. 
Indeed, the earlier ones from the end of the 19th-century are nearly for-
gotten. This period followed soon after a genocidal war on the indigenous 
population at home and a very bloody war among the white settlers-con-
querors themselves. 

Below, some details of this mixture of early imperialism with domestic 
opium problems come to the fore in Philippines or Mexican policies. The 
complexity is obvious, not least because this history precedes the global 
War On Drugs, officially launched twenty years after 1950. The question is 
whether the earlier “Philippines” and the present “Afghanistan” have 
something in common, apart from being both “opium wars”. 

The period with which we have to deal ended in a rather spectacular 
anti-climax: instead of the USA succeeding, like Japan and Germany or 
the older imperialists, in “conquering the world”, it was itself conquered 
by the Opium Problem. In a way, the USA became the most tragic victim 
land in the west and the best example of how the snake has bitten in its 
own tail. how paradoxical: it happened in exactly the same period that 
China successfully jumped over its own shadow in its own civil war, the 
bloody competition between nationalists and Communists. 

Let’s start with the end: the domestic opium problems. Then we shall 
consider in detail the American version of imperialism. 

 A Domestic Opium Problem from the early 19th-century?

From the Singapore statistics of 1835 we learned that opium was shipped 
in a ‘considerable quantity to America’ (p. 448f.). nothing more is known, 
so we can easily take this as a mythical opium year and try to discover the 
American consumers.
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It probably only concerned raw opium, since Courtwright states that 
‘smoking opium began to be imported in significant quantities in the mid-
1850s, when the first wave of Chinese immigrants arrived in California’.1 In 
the Jacksonian era (1820-1850) cotton was frequently imported from India, 
which easily could have been accompanied by opium (and opium was 
probably “needed” given the panics and bankruptcies happening around 
this cotton import).

So, who are the potential white opium consumers? People familiar 
with American history always point to aggressive religious sectarian set-
tlers. These Calvinist Puritans believed they were predestined from the 
time of setting foot ashore to win against all “foreign” elements in the 
“new Jerusalem” they had captured from the original inhabitants. They 
became the new bosses and had to become very practical: profit must be 
made under all circumstances. They started a double-entry bookkeeping 
of their victims, making a good business from killing, using the following 
market prices: 

Those hard-headed virtuosi of Protestantism, the Puritans of new england, 
in 1703, by decrees of their assembly set a premium of £40 on every Indian 
scalp and every captured redskin: in 1720 a premium of £100 on every 
scalp; in 1744, after Massachusetts Bay had proclaimed a certain tribe as 
rebels, the following prices: for a male scalp of 12 years and upwards £100 
(new currency), for a male prisoner £105, for women and children prison-
ers £50, for scalps of women and children £50 ... The British Parliament 
declared bloodhounds and scalping for “God-given and natural means”.2

1 D. Courtwright, p. 21 and note 45 p. 156. For the announced ‘objections’ see below.
2 Karl Marx, Das Kapital. Kritik der politischen Ökonomie (Berlin: Dietz, 1971), vol. 1,  

p. 781. A famous German Lutheran theologian, helmut Gollwitzer (1908-1993), who was 
Marxist oriented and prominently involved in the political debates ensuing in the late 
1960s and 1970s (e.g. pastor to the RAF-terrorist Ulrike Meinhof), referred to this same 
period and location. he, however, wanted to prove that ‘the church had with the gospel 
the weapon at hand against class society, which those discovered who wanted to avoid 
that the slaves and the subjected by colonial powers could receive the Christian message 
and education’. Gollwitzer added in a note: ‘This was forbidden in several north American 
states until the end of the 18th-century. In 1708 the missionary … Ziegenbalg was impris-
oned for several month by the commander of the Danish east Indian Company ... Also the 
english in India were as inimical ...’. See h. Gollwitzer, Die kapitalistische Revolution 
(Munich: Kaiser, 1974), p. 117, 118 and 131. It is a pity that this pastor did not read his Karl 
Marx. To get the whole picture clear, it almost suffices to read a review about present-day 
Indian problems in the USA and the reasons why the reviewer is disappointed:  Christopher 
Vecsey. “Review of huston Smith, A Seat at the Table: Huston Smith in Conversation with 
Native Americans on Religious Freedom,” h-AmIndian, h-net Reviews, March, 2007. 
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This is quoted by Karl Marx in his famous analysis of the Christian charac-
ter of the so-called ‘original accumulation’ in which he tells one terrible 
story after another about Dutch or english colonization and conversion 
practices. 

The Dutch Calvinists had already ruthlessly decimated the populations 
of east Indian islands in a nearly genocidal way; their American fellow-
believers made a profitable business out of it. The english Anglican 
Protestants demonstrated several times how to organize mass-deaths by 
causing and/or exploiting severe famines. They forcefully requisitioned 
all of the rice several times in order to sell it for fabulous prices, a practice 
which cost the lives of a million hindus in the Indian province Orissa in 
1866 alone.3 A typical example of monopoly trade, which was only possi-
ble in western colonies.

Apparently, they did not regret the nearly total elimination of the 
indigenous population of the Caribbean islands and adjacent territories 
in the 16th and 17th centuries, forcing them to re-populate the islands 
with black people from Africa and colored ones from Asia. Did all these 
slaves consume opium to forget their misery like the coolies in the Asian 
mines?

what was the United States like around “opium year” 1835? It was a 
result of irrational claims of western conquerors from Spanish, French, 
British, Dutch and even Russian origin (the latter claimed Alaska): the 
indigenous people were destined, of course, to be eliminated as had 
already happened in the Caribbean. 

The victorious British could write a most heroic history, certainly after 
their settlers did what european settlers always dreamed of: deciding to 
govern the colony without interference from the mother country. A few 
“states” in the east formed a federation, and from old england came the 
farewell greeting of Dr. Johnson to the rebel Americans: ‘They are a race of 
convicts, and ought to be thankful for any thing we allow them short of 

3 See the still prudent formulations in the history of these disasters in David  
northrup, Migration from Africa, Asia and the South Pacific, in: Andrew Porter et al. (ed.), 
The Oxford History of the British Empire (Oxford: OUP, 1999), vol. III, p. 93; see also,  
p. 406  ff. For another interpretation of Marx’s Orissa story see Vincent A. Smith, The 
Oxford History of India (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1928), p. 740 ff. and Dharma Kumar (ed.), 
The Cambridge Economic History of India (hyderabad: CUP, 1984), vol. II, p. 528 ff. ‘The 
Orissa Famine of 1866’ and ‘Famine in India’, in Wikipedia. Prabhat Mukherjee, The Orissa 
famine of 1866, in: Orissa Historical Research Journal, 6:1 (1958 for 1957), p. 69-95; David 
hall-Matthews, Inaccurate Conceptions: Disputed Measures of nutritional needs and 
Famine Deaths in Colonial India, in: Modern Asian Studies (2007).  
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hanging.’4 Indeed, this became a normal activity for the decades to come 
as the white settlers performed the drama called “winning of the Far 
west” with all the nasty and lethal consequences for millions of the 
in digenous peoples, their animals and territories. was their collective bad 
 conscience silenced by the strongest possible antidotes: opium and/or 
reli  gion ?

Around 1835 in the east of the territory, there lived an imported, 
english-speaking population of about 13 million ex-europeans and new 
Americans, still a rural farm life with a few towns like Boston, new york or 
Philadelphia. In a large part of the west and south, Spanish imperialism 
ruled until 1845 -1848. here, too, there were a few small settlements under 
the guidance of fanatic friars of San Francisco, thinking of themselves as 
Los Angelos. The population was much smaller (probably half a million 
including the indigenous one). Outside these settlements indigenous 
people often dwelt in pueblos, while hacienda or rancho life was reserved 
for the conquerors. In between, in the remaining third of the territory, a 
few French-speaking settlements existed along the Mississippi River, 
including new Orleans. This “French” territory had probably a half million 
people in total around 1835. 

Again: who needed so much opium from Asia, while it is unclear 
whether it arrived in San Francisco or new york? Courtwright produced a 
statistical analysis for the earliest possible period he imagined, in 1827.5 
he fixed the average dollar value of opium imports from this year until 
1842 at $75,000. This is equivalent to an average consumption of 27,000 
pounds per year. In this period there was no duty on opium: ‘no duty 
means no smuggling …’6 In short: there was no opium problem at all, and 
many people could get their daily dose (27,000 or 63,000 pounds). To indi-
cate some proportionality, one can suppose a “normal” consumption of 2 
to 3 grams a day. In this case one has to reckon with 12,000 to 19,000 con-

4 Quoted in V. Kiernan, p. 27, a most stimulating book by a typical imperialism histo-
rian.

5 D. Courtwright, chapter 1. A rather curious definition of foreign trade (‘imports 
minus exports without real exports’) was used at the time (or by C.?), which is not dis-
cussed here. exactly around 1835 his difficult figure 1 (p. 20) indicates that the “imports” are 
valued at about $450,000 and the “exports” at $280,000. well, “imports” minus “exports” of 
$170,000 must be similar to a consumption of 63,000 pounds (according to C.’s value of 
$2.77 per pound). however, based on the opium export price in Singapore (C. Trocki) of 
$480 per chest in 1835, a pound of opium had to cost $3.69. This export price to America is 
still excluding the transport cost, but probably the Spanish $ is at the time not equal to an 
American $.   

6 Idem, p. 20.
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sumers, respectively, or 29,000 to 43,000.7 whether this is a large propor-
tion, relative to the population, is difficult to say.

The first potential users of opium must have been settled pharmacists 
or traveling salesmen, who could transform the raw opium into their lau-
danum tinctures and pills. They relied upon english knowledge. In 1820 
the first American pharmacopoeia was published, and in 1833 the author-
itative Dispensatory of the United States of America was written by the 
learned men, George wood and Franklin Bache. Philadelphia was the 
place of publication, and it cannot be a coincidence that later a flourish-
ing pharmaceutical industry was established there. how “wild” the USA 
remained may be proven by the appendix of the edition consulted (18th 
from 1899): it had a long list of medicinal herbs used by the indigenous 
people, the so-called Indians.8 At that time they were already non-exis-
tent for most Americans until revived a decade later through hollywood. 

whatever the texts in the period of the first editions, the practice of 
apothecaries was still not very different from the one in colonial times: an 
experienced and learned apothecary had to act as surgeon, provide medi-
cal treatment, deliver babies and prepare prescriptions. The largest major-
ity, however, as in england or France, was more of a traditional rural 
healer or medical handyman; his income extended as far as people could 
trust him. his practice was often not different from the one of Dr. Samuel 
Doxey. Apparently, he is a “good” representative of the profession until far 
into the 19th-century in the largest part of the USA, but not in the cities.

Around 1800 in the USA, alcohol use was already endemic as was tobac-
co smoking, but a poppy culture existed only in the gardens of nostalgic 
european settlers. Attempts are always being made to subsume all drugs 
under one umbrella, which is a bad custom for the historical “treatment”, 
comparable to a standard reference to “ancient Greeks” or “archeology”. 
The drugs differ, in particular because of individual socio-economic pre-
conditions and environment. It does not even make much sense to talk 
about “drugs”, let alone a War on Drugs if normal daily life cannot do with-
out medicines, coffee, sugar or tobacco.9 It also seems obvious not to use 

7 Because in all probability the import concerns raw opium only, the lowest esti-
mates are the most realistic, because the transformation into prepared opium cost much 
of the weight.

8 See also e. Kremers, G. Urdang, p. 377.
9 S. Tracy, C. Acker (ed.), p. 2 rightly made a similar remark and pointed to a possible 

relation between the use of a drug and another. “The “war on drugs’ has given many a 
sense that the nation has enjoyed a drug-free past ... and that there may be a drug-free 
future. Such thinking is naive and historically myopic.” (Id.) This argument has its limited 
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unsubstantiated suggestions like opium as ‘an eastern vice’ or exaggera-
tions about the ‘unmatched analgesic power’ of opium.10 

Relative to this period: the 1835 Singaporean opium export to America 
was certainly not a Chinese export. To my knowledge, Chinese junks nev-
er reached any American harbor. The British, American and Indian opi-
um smugglers never had any idea about their opium as the new universal 
Chinese painkiller. It is difficult to find something other than “naked prof-

value thanks to the abstract use of general concepts as “drugs”: there was an American past 
without settler’s alcohol (say: before 1585), without opium (say: before 1800) and without 
heroin (say: before 1880) and certainly without an Opium Problem (say: before 1860). And 
for a massive number of people, who stopped smoking cigarettes, there is a future without 
this “as device”. It is very important to be precise and concrete as possible, apart from not 
denying the historical certainty that people can change their bad conduct (mostly very 
slowly—see religion—sometimes very quickly—see eating habits) or that bad conduct 
must first become a social problem before it can be considered bad. In addition, the med-
icalization of the present American society has reached an unprecedented level compared 
to that of probably all european countries, and certainly all other societies in the world. 
That is the reason why Tracy and Acker lightly speak of a ‘commanding presence of 
socially acceptable psychoactive drugs such as alcohol (not, for instance, in Islamic coun-
tries) ... antidepressants, estrogen and testosterone in our daily lives’ (Idem). 

10 e. Kremers, G. Urdang, p. 120.

Ill. 22. Dr. Doxey’s elixir 
Source: Morris, Lucky Luke nr. 7, 1955. Dr. Doxey tells his audience: ‘ ... after 30 years of con-
tinuous research, I have the pleasure, the duty and the honor to demonstrate the public 
the most stunning discovery the world has ever seen ...’ Only one page further this audi-
ence was seized with cramp and more serious pains; dogs which licked it up, died imme-
diately … and Dr. Doxey was glad that none of the bullets this audience sent after him hit 

home. 
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it” as a reason for introducing opium in a foreign non-opium country, 
including the new American states. 

In addition, in an early American practice, opium could never compete 
with alcohol as a painkiller. Around 1800 this was consumed in approxi-
mately twice the rate prevalent in 2000 (four to six gallons per capita per 
year): 

The efficiency and profitability of turning corn into whiskey, heavy frontier 
drinking, the spread of urban saloons, and the arrival of beer-drinking Ger-
mans and whiskey-swilling Irish encouraged the nation’s bibulous tenden-
cies.11 

Later there were better opportunities for opium:

In the Jacksonian era, many Americans not only brewed, fermented, and 
distilled their own alcohol, they treated their own ills. On farms and in vil-
lages and towns, women used herbs and tonics to maintain their families’ 
health and care for them in times of illness. In this system of healing, med-
icines were expected to restore the body’s balance and to relieve symptoms: 
to revive, to calm, to brace, in short, to make one feel better.12

whatever the serious problems the settlers had to solve, here is, therefore, 
the same conclusion as for the english or French situation: until the Civil 
war, there does not seem to have been an opium problem in the United 
States. It is, therefore, time to look at whether an American opium perfor-
mance abroad is as unproblematic. 

Rise and Direct Decline of “Free Trade”

By the time the US is able to expand abroad as a nation, about seventy 
years have gone by, and the world is still in the stranglehold of classical 
imperialism. In the largest part of the 19th-century, expansion abroad 
was a matter of individual trade activities and many individual trade con-
nections. Both the individual and the national opium business are 
“defined” by the relation with China, although the opium relation with 
europe cannot be neglected as will be demonstrated below. And both are 
subsumed under the heading “free trade”: at first a reality, later only an 
ideology.

The following anecdotal start of the US in the western imperialist con-
cert of the 19th and 20th-century seems perfectly suitable as an introduc-

11 S. Tracy, C. Acker (ed.), p. 4.
12 Idem.
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tion. It concerns the arrival in the Philippines of a US governor-general, 
Francis Burton harrison (6 October 1913). It is, formally, one of the first 
official appearances of a civil US official on the scene. we will deal with 
the context in which he has to operate later.

Two days after his arrival, harrison was already confronted with head-
lines in The Manila Times of ‘Two Trunks of Opium in harrison Baggage’: 

how “clever” the smugglers were because they “took advantage of the fore-
knowledge that the courtesies of the port would be extended” to harrison’s 
party to try to smuggle in two trunks containing “440 tins of the highest 

Ill. 23. happy new year, 1899 !
Source: A. McCoy, F. Scarano. ed., p. 36. This is a cartoon published in Judge, January 7, 1899 
(US Library of Congress). It says: ‘It ought to be a happy new year: Uncle Sam and his 
english cousin have the world between them.’ Both figures showed no trade but war ships 
on their breasts, because both had a canal near Suez or Panama to their disposal to wage 

war as quickly as necessary or as possible.
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grade opium” by labeling them as the property of Manuel earnshaw, resi-
dent commissioner from the Philippines to Congress.13 

Although in the following days “the usual suspects” were rounded up, not 
only harrison was mortified (and his friends, accusing him ‘for having 
become the arch opium smuggler of the Far east’) and the ineffectiveness 
of the US opium policy demonstrated, the immanent hypocrisy of colo-
nialism was laid bare as well. In the Philippines, still strongly upset about 
the harsh USA colonialism which replaced the Spanish (see below), the 
harrison affair could only confirm this aversion. And, indeed, it is difficult 
to deny this.

Twenty years later in his published memoirs, harrison criticized 
Britain’s opium policy of cynical exploitation, contrasting this with the US 
respect for indigenous traditions. he dared to continue rightly with:

The white Man’s Burden has been materially lightened by the money thus 
derived, and by the state of physical and moral ruin to which the people 
have been reduced. If they are thoroughly doped, they are more willing 
slaves. 

This affair, this combination of controversial behavior and high moral 
judgment, is the attitude continuously demonstrated in the Dutch, French 
or British propaganda, nurtured by the colonial elite defending their lux-
ury lives and standing against the jealous home-front, which has to satisfy 
itself with thoughts about some civilizing mission and ineffective moral 
exclamations about those poor and destitute opium victims far away. The 
new imperialists in east and west had quickly learned this cheap policy, 
as was demonstrated by harrison or the “innocent” behavior of the 
Japanese in international conferences at the time. 

The USA opium policy as presented here is largely devoted to the opi-
um or drugs elements of the Asian “adventures” of the USA. As is well-
known, there is also a South and Central American drugs foreign policy of 
the US (“Colombia”, “Mexico”, etc.), but its strongest activity occurs out-
side the scope of this book. Still some elements of this will be discussed 
later as a consequence of the dominant Dutch cocaine position between 
1900 and 1925. 

The first necessary remark concerns the obvious need to differentiate 
between the activities of individual Americans and the “nation USA”. This 
is more appropriate than expressed in recent literature because it actually 
concerns two different and often antagonistic worlds: the one of the 

13 This story is told by A. Foster (2000), p. 253 ff. including the following quote.
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Federal government with its State Department and Ministry of Defense/
Attack; the other is of the entrepreneurs, of the scientists or other private 
actors, who are often strongly hindered by the public tax claims, control 
measures or imperial aspirations. These differences are certainly devel-
oped more strongly on the european continent, with england in between. 

As a nation the USA came late on the international scene, but rather 
rapidly took on an overwhelming role. After the previous chapter it is not 
difficult to assess the first performance of this nation “in the field”. That 
was not so much the Japan adventure of Commander Perry (1853), which 
only showed that the USA had aspirations. Their realization followed 
nearly half a century later around a then rather unimportant archipelago 
in the Pacific. here harrison’s diplomatic and military predecessors acted 
quite differently (see below).

In the opium minefield the American nation acted for the first time 
through the Philippine Commission, appointed in 1903. Its members also 
visited Japan. It was one of its ‘most illuminating experiences’. After the 
previous chapter it must be highly “illuminating” to read about 

the one oriental country whose attitude towards the drug habit was indu-
bitable and whose law was enforced with an effectiveness unknown else-
where in the Far east. From Japanese authorities, who pointed out that 
“China’s curse has been Japan’s warning”, the committee learned of the 
horror with which the vice was regarded. The Philippine report ... led not 
only to the prohibition of opium in the Philippine Islands but also to the 
first attempt to deal internationally with the problem.14 

Anyway, the performance of this Philippine Commission, combining the 
utmost misunderstanding about the Opium Problem with ignorance 
about, for example, the Japanese opium policy, is indeed a beginning of 
the official USA involvement in the international drug scene. 

what about individual Americans? For a long time they were already 
active as captains, sailors, bullion traders, opium dealers or ship builders, 
starting soon after the British colonies in north America gained indepen-
dence (1783). The British did everything to counteract the new American 
competition, as harrison’s anger still showed. In reality, the “new 
American” clippers cooperated with the British in smuggling and com-
peted with everybody in trading. 

notwithstanding this, the “Old China Trade”, the early commerce 
between China and the US until the First Opium war, was lucrative for 
both parties and, therefore, not combined with American imperialist 

14 D. Owen, p. 327, 328.
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motives or activities. It became real free trade since the Chinese could sell 
Americans many kinds of Chinese products for a willing American mar-
ket: from tea, cotton and silks to lacquer-ware, porcelains and floor-mat-
ting, all available even for poorer people. In every American household at 
the time, some Chinese product could be found. The main thing Chinese 
bought from the Americans was bullion, silver Mexican dollars ($62 mil-
lion between 1805 and 1825), followed by the much appreciated ginseng 
from the Appalachian Mountains and furs.

This American “Old China Trade” was rather unique because the other 
westerners were not only representatives of colonial or imperialistic 
powers but were also strongly involved in the intra-Asian trade including 
opium trafficking. 

The Americans, however, gradually slipped into these older “not free” 
trade networks. They were attractive because of their use of quick clip-
pers, but the consequences were far-reaching: it brought them into direct 
competition with the “older” British, French or Dutch traders and in direct 
involvement in the opium trade. Until then, the Chinese had perceived of 
them simply as one of those ‘foreign devils’. In addition, it brought these 
American traders their first confrontation with America as a nation, with 
state bureaucracies and foreign policy with increasingly more military 
and imperialistic overtones and activities.

The foreign competition with these American “older traders” was 
accomplished through technical superiority (clippers) and the strategi-
cally important bullion trade. Both aspects soon lost their importance: 
the clippers were replaced by steamers, and the Chinese had to swallow 
opium instead of buying bullion. The Americans lost their exclusive posi-
tion and became just one of the many who had to stick to the British nar-
co-military activities. 

Indeed, thanks to the First Opium war, the ‘Old China Trade’ definitely 
came to an end, the first and last example of free trade of a western nation 
with Asian countries. now the Americans had to follow the British 
Imperial Flag, for the first time as a nation (see John Adams in ch. 2).  
A new period of emancipation from British domination was initiated 
until the USA became a full-time imperialist nation of its own with repre-
sentatives like Mr. harrison. 

Because of the importance of this period in hindsight, it seems appro-
priate to specify the above by assessing the question of whether this 
“Chinese” was only related to a geographical location, to an “object” for 
profit, or to a problem with ethnic or cultural connotations.
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American–Chinese Opium Relations, 1800-ca. 186515

As indicated, private Americans, shippers and merchants, arrived for the 
first time in Canton around 1800 to establish a trading center of their 
own. with their quick and well-armed clippers, they were among the 
most fanatic opium smugglers. They often cooperated with Chinese com-
pradores, a school for a new kind of opium criminal. 

The famous American businessman who started a regular opium trade 
with China was the already very rich John Jacob Astor (1763-1848), born 
German with a waldensian or Jewish background.16 In 1784 the first 
American trading vessel to China, The Empress of China, departed from 
new york. Later that year fourteen more American ships sailed for the 
Indian Ocean and beyond. Reason: their favorite area for trade, the west 
Indies, was closed off by the British, and they had to look for different des-
tinations. They brought back a good profit, which inspired people like 
Astor to extend his trade with fur, sandalwood and tea. 

It came abruptly to an end due to the inactive and unpopular US 
Embargo Act (1807) invented by Jefferson. nine years later, however, Astor 
joined the opium smuggling trade camouflaged by his American Fur 
Company. he could not get his cargo in India and purchased ten tons of 
Turkish opium and shipped this contraband to Canton. To confirm this 
once again: this was officially smuggling for Britain and illicit for the 
Chinese government.

Astor was preceded by a smuggler from Boston, Charles Cabot, who 
attempted to purchase opium from the British and smuggled it into China 
under the auspices of British smugglers (1805). Another American, John 
Cushing, employed in his uncles’ business, James and Thomas h. Perkins 
Company of Boston, acquired his wealth from smuggling Turkish opium 
to Canton (1812). Many other Americans established this illicit trade to 
China. 

After the opium clippers were exchanged for steamers, the American 
firm Russell and Co (= Delano, great-grandfather of President Roosevelt) 
was apparently ‘the third-largest opium dealer on the China coast’.17 It is 
this firm which introduced opium into the Americas and not the Chinese, 

15 See for this C. Terry, M. Pellens, p. 630 ff.
16 See for this Astor A. Madsen and Wikipedia. This Astor was the first “richest man of 

the US” and he is subject of many stories and legends triggering that special hobby of sec-
tarian Americans, knowing the tricks of the conspiracy trade, like the highly controversial 
L. Larouche, etc. See for normal science L. Blussé (2008), p. 60 ff.  

17 h. Gelber, p. 166.
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who did not have the right ships for crossing the Pacific. And Russell went 
so far as to make people think of it as trade by the Chinese. 

The combination of illicit trade, smuggling, camouflaging controver-
sial products behind innocent names, hiding a whole “white Race” behind 
a “yellow Race”, the ambiguous support of the authorities if provided with 
enough “licenses”, the intentional creation of addicted “clients” etc.; all 
these acts created the corrupting secrecy and conspiracies long before a 
so-called ‘organized crime’ was established. 

Soon Americans were also well known along the China coasts for other 
things: insulting and quarreling with the British sailors as their mutual 
War of Independence had to be continued and fought abroad. There are 
also remarkable legends claiming that the habit of smoking opium via a 
pipe-smoking merchantman was spread in the 17th-century ‘from 
America’!18 Apparently, some Sioux or Comanche chief came to smoke 
the “peace pipe”.

Priscilla napier, who told this story, is not very fond of Americans since 
Americans competed with the english from the end of the 18th-century by 
selling ‘Indian and Turkish opium along the China coasts’.19 The english 
Bengal opium monopoly was definitely undermined (a little). 

The later legends about “the bad opium and the good Americans” 
weare established soon after the First Opium war when gold was found in 
California and thousands of Chinese emigrated to this “paradise”. This 
Gold Rush was soon accompanied by, of course, the ‘Gold Mountain opi-
um’. During and after the Second Opium war, it was an American adven-
turer, Frederic ward, who helped the Chinese imperial army to struggle 
successfully against the Taiping. That is probably the reason why Priscilla 
mixed up many things by stating:

The Chinese empire had already been badly weakened by the Taiping 
Rebellion ... led by a communist rebel from the south preaching Marxism 
before Marx was, laced by draconian notions of equality picked up from 
American missionaries, and causing more deaths than those suffered by 
everybody on both sides in the First world war.20

Later, at the moment of the highest opium profits of competitor england 
(around 1880), the to-and-fro traffic between hong Kong and San 
Francisco grew exponentially into thick and multilevel networks. 

18 P. napier, p. 91.
19 Idem.
20 Idem, p. 239.
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At home Americans had already developed a habit of opium eating or 
smoking in the form of pills, drinks and powders. Probably as an impact of 
the American Civil war, one report about opium consumption in 1867 
stated:

The habit is gaining fearful ground among our professional men, the oper-
atives in our mills, our weary serving women, our fagged clerks, our former 
liquor drunkards, our very day laborers, who took gin a generation ago. All 
our classes from the highest to the lowest are yearly increasing their con-
sumption of the drug.21

It is remarkable enough that reports like this could already be made at 
this junction. But the following is quite wonderful in light of the above 
quotation: in 1882 some Citizen Kane reports that 

a sporting character by the name of Clendenyn was the first white man to 
smoke opium in San Francisco in 1868. The second … induced to try it by 
the first, smoked in 1871’!22 

Kane continues with the more reliable story of how smoking led to new 
city ordinances, many arrests of young girls and men of respectable fami-
lies and heavy punishments: opium eating was allowed in pills and pow-
ders for everybody with a doctor’s prescription and smoking also, but then 
only for the Chinese in US Chinatowns. 

At this time there was also the division of labor between prepared opi-
um and the raw form. Preparing opium for export became a monopoly of 
the hong Kong (and Macao) British (Portuguese) opium farms. Their rev-
enue made up a quarter of the hong Kong government’s income from 
1860 to 1890.23 After that date hong Kong was often called the “Drugs 
Capital of the world” and similar expressions, while still the main direc-
tion of this trade was the United States.

As will be shown below: three years after the “first American white 
smoker” made his discovery, already 30,000 lbs of smokers-opium was 
being imported! This was certainly not only for the Chinese immigrants 
working in gold mines and on the railway projects. And it was deemed a 
bad habit out of racist motives, anyway, whatever the legality of the 
import. The main sources for the knowledge of this early opium use were 
the physicians and druggists, who were ‘alarmed’ that year after year, they 
had to sell more opium, morphine and laudanum. 

21 C. Terry, M.Pellens, p. 5.
22 Idem, p. 73.
23 e. Sinn, p. 19.
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Against the background of these lively opium relations, the flirtation 
between American governments and successive Chinese leaderships can 
only be perceived as ambiguous.24 It started in 1844 and lasted to about 
1949. In 1844 the Treaty of Wang Hea forbade American citizens from trad-
ing in opium in that country. Violators were dealt with by the Chinese 
government, which at that time beheaded opium smugglers and traders. 

Immediately after the Opium war, the US government changed its 
opinion drastically and repeated the same language as the english con-
querors: in the Tientsin Treaty (1858) Americans had “negotiated” to 
become ‘free to engage in the opium traffic’.25 In the same year, however, 
a commercial treaty with Japan prohibited opium import by Americans. 
To apply such a double standard would remain the most solid element in 
the foreign policy of the Americans, a cynical attitude copied from their 
old colonial masters.

They were soon dissatisfied with their tiny piece of the opium pie. 
Along with a fear of losing a reasonable commercial future in China, the 
Americans again changed colors drastically in a new commercial treaty 
with China (1880). This again ‘forbade American citizens from engaging in 
the import of opium into any of the open ports of China’, while Chinese 
subjects were also prohibited from importing opium into the USA. This 
was affirmed in the next Treaty of Commercial Relations (1903). 

The “Mystery” of the Chinese Opium Import

The first table below, however, shows that after 1880, the opium import 
mainly from hong Kong into the ports on the USA Pacific coast increased 
instead of the reverse. Cynical conclusion or a genuine mystery? Cynical 
in every respect, because this government policy became the “argument” 
used to repress the Chinese as being the Yellow Peril and as opium Smokers 
who Poison the Nation. Serious pogroms were organized against the 
Chinatowns in the US at the same time as pogroms in Russia occurred 
against another minority, the Jews. This serious repression culminated in 
the extradition of the Chinese from this hospitable country for immi-
grants (Chinese Exclusion Act, 1882; even extended as the Geary Act, 1892 
which was extended again in 1924).26 

24 See also S.G. Chen, p. 278, 290 ff.
25 For the negotiations around this treaty see J. Beeching, p. 260 ff.
26 The Statistical Abstracts of the US (1880) state that the immigration ‘from Asia’ 

(95% Chinese) was in 1871 already 7,236, three years later 20,326 and again three years later 
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The mix of the usual Christian racism (developed as a strategy against  
the American Indians) with “scientific” racist theories27 and the demoni-

22,943. But under the influence of all anti-Chinese measures and actions, it decreased to 
5,879 in 1880. See further Wikipedia article ‘Chinese American history’. The interrelations 
between the immigration of Chinese and import of opium (in whatever form) should be 
scrutinized anew: T. Tong Joe, p. 72 ff. states that the Chinese population in the USA dou-
bled in the period 1860-1870 but the opium import only increased by 88%.; from 1870-1890, 
however, the Chinese population doubled again, but the import of prepared opium 
increased ten times, apart from smuggled and raw opium. Although these figures are dif-
ficult to check, his conclusion is right: there is no clear correlation between the existence 
of the Chinese in the USA and the consumption of opium. Or: “white consumption” 
increased much quicker, which made the anti-Chinese measures even more dubious.

27 In 1849 American scholars like Morton published as result of his craniology (skull 
measurement) that english had 96 cubic inches of brains, Americans 90, negroes 83 and 
Chinese 82. Indians lagged behind with 79 cubic inches. T. Gosset, p. 74. Twenty years later 
another urged putting all negroes and Chinese in reservations (Id. p. 262). especially in 
California the Chinese were repressed from 1854 onwards as they were described as ‘mor-
ally, the most debased people on the face of the earth’ and a Supreme Court decided that 
Chinese were barred from giving testimony in cases involving whites (Idem, p. 290). In the 

Ill. 24. A Skeleton in his Closet 
Source: Puck, magazine 3-1-1912 by L.M. Glackens.
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zation of opium smoking by the American missionaries must have con-
tributed strongly to these extraordinary actions.28 It was a bizarre fact 
that when the import of Chinese cheap labor strongly decreased from 
around 1880, the opium import increased greatly! The American-Chinese 
relations were seriously affected by these unprecedented actions: during 
the Boxer rebellion, revenge on the fanatic American missionaries in par-
ticular was carried out. And this gave a legitimation for the previous 
repression in the USA, in hindsight, and a legitimation to extend the 
western extraterritoriality claims in China, and so on. 

The increase in the opium import is not a mystery, however. we must 
realize that after the Opium wars it was legal trade from a Western point 
of view. It concerns largely British trade carried out mostly by British or 
American ships, exported by a British colony (hong Kong) and distribut-
ed in America mainly by American wholesalers (later called ‘the orga-
nized crime’ or mafia) and by American pharmacists with their ‘Overseas 
Chinese’ shopkeepers as middlemen. In addition, many American busi-
nessmen were settled in the new foreign concessions of Shanghai or in 
Canton and hong Kong under the British umbrella.

For American consumers, taxpayers and uninformed authorities inside 
the USA, all this was “Chinese business”, a highly symbolic transformation 
of a “white” trade. The same authorities gratefully accepted the substan-
tial import duties. The mix of this added an institutionalized hypocrisy to 
the already existing secrecy around the real dealers, profiteers, etc. 

Furthermore, a new source of opium was found; this time a true 
American one. The Civil war (1861-1865) and the Opium wars in China 
had brought marked initiatives among entrepreneurs. The Civil war led 
to an army of addicts since the main painkillers were opium and mor-
phine: nearly 10,000,000 opium pills and over 2,841,000 ounces of other 

1870s and 1880s the Californian trade unions including Jews like Samuel Gompers were the 
most active in the anti-Chinese activities. In his opinion Chinese were people ‘without 
morals’, ‘without nerves and without digestion’ and he sinisterly predicted that they shall 
‘overwhelm the world’ (Idem, 291 ff.). It is a good example of the classical antisemitic dis-
course by an important Jewish leader, which puts this discourse in a quite different light. 

28 e. Sinn, p. 36 note 9. See further ch. 29. Sinn further writes (Idem, note 17): ‘Later on 
white Americans also smoked opium, but interestingly, when the import of prepared 
opium was banned in 1909, they were the first to switch to the syringe.’ As a thesis should 
be perceived: the anti-Chinese activities which are completely out of all proportion must 
have connotations with the guilt of the Americans towards the genocide on “Indians”, 
who—according to a popular theory—descended from “Mongols”. See the Philippine 
adventure.
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opium powders and tinctures were issued to Union forces alone.29 we 
can guess that the new American pharmaceutical industry based in 
Philadelphia had done well. new promising market opportunities were 
seen as well by many people. 

In 1865 Mr. Robertson in Virginia started to produce opium, which 
yielded 4% of morphine along with narcotine. Dr. Black in Tennessee pro-
duced an opium with a 10.2% morphine content (1868). In north Carolina 
as late as 1894, opium production was initiated. The learned pharmacists 
announce:

Very fine opium has been produced by Mr. J.h. Flint of California ... 1874 
... also in Minnesota by Mr. e weschke … 1886 …; but in the opinion both 
of Mr. Flint and of Mr. weschke the high price of labor forbids the profitable 
production of opium in the United States …30 

This seems not to be the main reason to me. The Civil war was fought 
among other reasons to keep cheap plantation labor in the country for the 
northern industry, while very cheap Chinese labour poured in through 
the ports of the west coast. Probably the main reason was that the stuff 
imported from Singapore or hong Kong by the British or American mer-
chants was too cheap. The following two tables make additional remarks 
possible.

From this table one can learn that in the last quarter of the 19th-centu-
ry a minimum of 2 million pounds of opium were imported into north 
America just through the Pacific ports. This gave the state and its bureau-
crats an additional advantage of at least $15 million. It can be expected 
that the distributors in the USA and Canada calculated this amount in the 
consumer prices of the opium.

There is a mysterious aspect to this “Chinese import”. wood and 
Bache’s Dispensatory, the source of the experts par excellence, states about 
this “Chinese opium”:

Chinese opium probably never reaches the european market. It is imported 
to some extent into the United States through San Francisco, but appears 
not to find its way into the ordinary channels of trade, and is probably used 
exclusively by resident Chinese for smoking purposes. The U.S. duty upon 
opium is one dollar a pound, but the custom-house authorities view the 
Chinese variety as an extract, and levy six dollars a pound; hence, probably, 
the ever-recurring attempts at its smuggling. It occurs in flat, oval cakes, 
wrapped first in white tissue, then in thin brown paper, labeled in Chinese 

29 D. Courtwright, p. 55. 
30 G. wood, F. Bache, p. 981 note also for the following production data.
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Table 41. Pacific opium import and duties paid in USA and Canada, 1871 – 1899 
(selected years)31

year Quantity in lbs USA Duties in $ Canadian Duties in $

1871  37 825   265 259      ---
1874     ---       ---   2 493
1875  62 775   376 648   4 836
1876  53 189   319 137  15 331
1880  77 196   463 176  13 668 [1881]
1882 141 476   848 836      ---
1883 220 867 1 325 202      ---
1885  54 434   554 340      ---
1887  65 397   653 970  53 172
1889  44 674   446 740 101 244
1890  77 578   818 912 137 050
1895 116 354   698 124  36 056
1896  43 692 [4 months]   261 852      ---
1897     ---       ---  51 580
1899     ---       ---  39 705

characters with the name of the province and the seller …32 we must real-
ize, however, that notwithstanding the official declarations of governments, 
the many critics of the opium trade targeted the smoking of opium only. 
Opium was legally used in many medicines and concoctions under different 
names (laudanum, etc.), in many households and available through most 
medical doctors from about 1860 onwards.

There was, indeed, a quite different source for the very lucrative pharma-
ceutical business which was established mainly in Philadelphia, the basis 
for the largest modern multinationals in the field like Merck or Glaxo-
Smith-Kline: this was a British-Turkish variety imported mainly into new 
york. As described in section 2.4, the British “household opium” came 
from Turkey, and it was this traditional link which was extended to the 
former British colony, the USA.33

31 e. Sinn, p. 34 and 35 quoted from Kane (1882) and Masters (1896). Data from three 
different sources are combined by me (not by Sinn). For 1871 two different figures are men-
tioned in two Sinn tables, which I have added. I suppose that both tables concern, in fact, 
San Francisco Customs statistics. One may suppose, furthermore, that the San Franscisco 
import arrived mainly from hong Kong. The Canadian data come from the interesting site 
web.uvic.ca/vv/student/chinatown/ opium/p3.html and they concern the duty on imported 
opium in British Colombia. 

32 G. wood, F. Bache, p. 986.
33 It remains symptomatic that the American Lyndon LaRouche sect published in 

1978 a report “Dope: Britain’s Opium War against the US” constructing a British and Jewish 
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Table 42. Atlantic Opium Imports and Duties Paid, 1871 – 1899 (selected years)34

year Quantity in lbs USA Duties in $  
in new york

USA Duties in $ 
aggregate of all other 

ports

Total US  
in $

1871 265 416 1 511 474 415 441 1 926 915
1874 250 604 1 470 099 1 070 129 2 540 223
1875 171 582 1 170 985 866 808 2 037 793
1876 183 243 707 413 1 098 492 1 805 906
1880 326 352 1 427 687 1 358 919 2 786 606
1882 158 127 481 959 1 345 089 1 826 998
1883 99 552 328 894 2 809 245 3 138 159
1885 152 703 426 173 892 098 1 318 271
1887 355 348 764 341 568 424 1 332 765
1889 202 741 369 289 1 084 808 1 454 097
1890 204 268 486 341 966 957 1 453 298
1895 191 447 388 981 1 261 694 1 650 675
1896 … … 735 134 735 134
1897 542 132 1 108 100 2 209 488 3 317 588
1899 364 915 866 390 1 185 764 2 052 154

It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the price effects about which 
Mr. Flint or weschke (see above) complained were the result of the com-
petition between the european-new york and Asian-San Francisco opi-
um dealers. This antagonism probably formed the basis of the drugs gangs 
which started to operate after the economic interests involved were 
forced to go underground by social agitation and new legislation. Around 
1900, however, it was still rather quiet on all these “opium fronts”.

whether the white Christian immigrant society of Canada demonstrat-
ed the same traits is not very clear. The communication between the two 
coasts was very limited at the time. The role of San Francisco was played 
for a long time by Victoria until Vancouver took over all activities around 
1900. It is said that trade between hong Kong and these Canadian ports 
was ‘practicable’ since the former was a British colony and the latter a 
British Confederate. Opium sellers in Canada needed a license. In 1865 

conspiracy to rape the US innocence. This in fact patriotic pamphlet combines, as usual in 
this kind of writings, a bit truth with many suspicions. It is still available on the Internet: 
www.fourwinds10.com.  

34 whc.newyork.chamberofcommerce.opium.import.export.pricedata.xls (read-only) 
-OpenOffice.orgCalc
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this cost $100; a year later it was $250, and about twenty years later one 
had to pay nearly $500. 

Among the Chinese, mostly working for the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
a lethal competition raged between the six opium factories until one of 
them decreased its price so far that most competitors perished. Still a few 
years later there were new ones, and thirteen factories with a annual turn-
over of 90,000 lbs at $15 a pound, realising a gross income of $10 a pound 
on these deals. That was not much, and additional sources of income 
were needed like prostitution and trade in human beings. Smuggling was 
also common, because the duty in Canada was $5 a pound and in the USA 
$10. nothing was done against it by authorities, ‘simply because the trade 
helped to promote opium manufacturing and thus generating revenue for 
the government.’35

The Creation of a Chinese Threat after 1911 

Kremers and Urdang still write in 1963:

nevertheless, it was in the second half of the 19th-century before the great 
european trading nations and the United States of America became aware 
of the threat to themselves of what originally was considered to be pecu-
liarly an eastern vice.36

It concerns here, of course, not a ‘Chinese vice’ but a British product 
imported into China and elsewhere resulting in the addiction of numer-
ous Chinese. yet they mention in passing that the english government 
overcame the attempts of the Chinese government to stop the opium 
import, but that it was ‘an irony of history’ that the poppy cultivation of 
the Chinese themselves made opium into a Chinese export article. 

In the meantime serious scientific research has gradually formed a 
common view on China after 1911, the end of the Chinese empire. A period 
started of widespread renewal of opium cultivation resulting from politi-
cal chaos, provincial or “national” warlords and the chance for high profits 
and army revenues. The criminal activities of these generals (including 
Chiang Kai-shek) in conjunction with gangster organizations (foreign) 
and dubious speculators (foreign), periodically antagonized many observ-
ers (foreign). To discover something of the reality behind the prejudices 
and propaganda took much time.

35 web.uvic.ca/vv/student/chinatown/ opium/p3.html.
36 e. Kremers, G. Urdang, p. 119.
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Marshall about 1934 states:

American officials, concerned that over 90 percent of the world’s opium 
grew in China, were particularly critical of nationalist policies. Some State 
Department officials were less concerned that the drugs were entering the 
United States than that the opium trade was diminishing China’s potential 
to absorb American goods.37 

even on the top of this Chinese production, most opium was produced in 
India, the Middle east and Southeast Asia. In the League of Nations reports 
on opium, certainly those from the 1930s, China is mentioned as the 
main consumption country.38 Its production diminished strongly during 
world war I in the framework of an international deal and was later large-
ly confined to Chinese consumption only.39 In addition, substantial for-
eign, mainly western, interests in Chinese opium production and 
consumption always remained.

American officials reacted ambiguously. One of them objected to 
Chiang Kai-shek’s use of opium ‘to further his designs for a “nazi” style 
dictatorship’; a colleague emphasized the enormously corrupting influ-
ence and charged that Chiang broke the anti-opium laws for personal 
enrichment. Diametrically opposed to this was the policy of officials close 
to the Rockefeller Foundation (the “Oil Group”), which supported 
Chiang’s minister T.V. Soong establishment of a national opium monopo-
ly, as was done earlier in French Indochina or the Dutch east Indies. It 
had become clear in the meantime that this kind of monopoly never 
stamped out the use of opium, but only worked to provide the state with 
regular and generous opium revenues. This implied, of course, price as 
well as consumption increases and further state involvement. The 
American Ambassador, nelson Johnson, called the Soong move, there-
fore, ‘pathetically naive and a little ridiculous’ (1932).

The still obscure Joseph Stilwell (the later controversial—“Vinegar 
Joe”—general in world war II) was military attaché in China specialized 
in the opium business (1935). he had a keen eye on Chiang Kai-shek’s 
maneuvers to monopolize opium as a means to monopolize the political 
power in China. Stilwell wrote:

By means of secure domination of the opium traffic [Chiang hoped] to 
increase the political power of the national Government over provinces 
whose allegiance is doubtful ... opium is the chief prop of all power in China, 

37 J. Marshall, p. 22.
38 See Commission d’enquête.
39 T. Tong Joe, p. 25 ff., 102 ff. and below part 6-2.
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both civil and military. no local government can exist without a share of 
the opium revenues. If the central government can control the opium sup-
ply of a province, that province can never hope to revolt successfully.40 

Later (ch. 31) will be discussed whether and how Stilwell exaggerated 
(which he did). 

There were also people who acted as fear-mongers warning of an opi-
um assault on the USA by Chinese or “China”! An US consul reported (April 
1934):

One of the results of the development of an organized drug traffic in China 
is the increasing export of opium and its derivatives (morphine and heroin) 
from China to foreign countries, including the United States. It is reported 
that important members of the international drug ring now reside in Shang-
hai to control this traffic.41 

Anslinger’s US Bureau of Narcotics reported a few years earlier (1931) that 
most of the opium smuggled into the US came via Seattle and San 
Francisco. One wonders why such an office needed to circulate informa-
tion that was nearly half a century old (see above); an office which dares 
to report next that the exact sources were still unknown, but that the 
‘greater bulk’ was ‘manufactured and packed somewhere in the Far east 
...’! Of course, such mysterious people or organizations were ‘impossible 
to stop because ... the smuggling of opium into the United States is con-
ducted on a huge scale by well organized highly financial gangs’.42 

It was never investigated whether “Chinese export” really was Chinese 
export or only export from elsewhere or by non-Chinese interests choos-
ing some Chinese address or from a western nation operating from hong 
Kong, Macao or other “international settlement”. The most remarkable 
aspect was that they apparently did not know anything about the lively 
export to the USA by the Jardine-Matheson company, the largest opium 
dealer. Their USA export around 1850 from Amoy or hong Kong to havana 
(Cuba) concerned coolies for the US mines and railways, who were erro-
neously deemed all opium addicts.43 easy business: you deliver the work-
force (nominally illegal!) and the means to keep them quiet in one deal.

40 Quoted by J. Marshall, p. 25.
41 Idem, p. 27. The consular mentions a name of an old friend of Chiang Kai-shek 

which sounds very Chinese for some bureaucrats in washington, but who cannot be 
found in Chiang’s best biography from J. Taylor or other relevant literature.

42 Idem, p. 27.
43 D. Meyer, p. 69; G. endacott, p. 127 ff. The opium-missionary Gutzlaff was even 

involved in this trade. This coolie-opium combination was certainly still standard after 
1900. See D. Meyer, 115 ff.; G. endacott, p. 275 ff.
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The great harry Anslinger himself repeated in 1934 the message of his 
“man in China”, now adding several times that it was ‘confidential police 
information’: it must have been a tradition invented to mask ignorance, 
amateurism or propaganda behind so-called “security” or “national inter-
est” announcements. he also mentioned that several from the ‘notorious 
international narcotics traffickers’ now also had offices in europe, with-
out mentioning relevant information. Of course, they ‘were known to 
continue to be immune from prosecution …’ 

This is not to suggest that this smuggling of heroin and other narcotics 
did not take place. But it took decades of operating rather publicly before 
parts of the international “ring” of the aristocratic Jardine’s and Sassoons 
or of the ezra Brothers (including their many political connections) were 
“discovered” (see further ch. 31). Indeed, some had their base in Shanghai 
(in the foreign concession), but operated world-wide after world war I. 
Mostly Western smuggling “rings” with foreign collaborators exported 
opium, heroin or morphine from many places in the world on Western 
ships.

Anslinger’s crusade, developed in these years, continued after world 
war II and was the proper preparation for the “war on Drugs”, which was 
formally announced by President nixon (17 June 1971).44 Anslinger’s out-
right anti-Chinese racism, his ideological and practical mixture of foreign 
and domestic drug policies, became the most controversial aspect of the 
US War on Drugs. That is not the subject of our History of the Opium 
Problem, but the following preparation of the domestic part of this “war” 
could easily form part of the controversy.

A first “War on Drugs” and its Limitations

The moral criticism of many 19th-century religious pressure groups in the 
USA was not bothered about foreign policy and macro-economic trends. 
The effect of this criticism was to denigrate the image of opium and give 
it immoral or criminal connotations. It was the necessary prerequisite for 
action and legislation.

It is estimated that by 1895, around 3% of the population (65 million) 
was addicted to morphine, which is equivalent to 2 million people. The 

44 President Roosevelt publicly supported a uniform drug act (1935). The New York 
Times came with the headline: ‘Roosevelt Asks narcotic war Aid.’ It sounds like Ansling-
er’s cowboy-language. See Wikipedia’s article ‘war On Drugs’. 
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majority of them was classified as ‘high-income women’, known as habi-
tués.45 This must be a gross exaggeration, despite morphine’s popularity 
after the invention of the hypodermic needle: it would suggest that all 
high-income women in the USA were addicted.46 whether serious or not, 
this situation became the source of one scandal after the other, and all 
kinds of Christian women’s organizations (apparently not addicted) start-
ed campaigns which were supported by missionaries, anti-alcohol lobbies 
and many other agitation groups. The targets were local, state and federal 
politicians and bureaucrats. The honorables of San Francisco (with at that 
time about 200,000 inhabitants) reacted adequately.

This Pacific coastal city, the main port for the opium trade and busi-
ness, had numerous opium dens and very few wholesalers. An article of 
1892, an interview with the opium authority Dr. Masters, sketches a 
remarkable situation in this city, criticizes the anti-democratic behavior 
of a double-dealing government, and presents a Chinese solution:

In San Francisco a city ordinance attempts to regulate the selling of smok-
ing opium by a high license proportional to the gross business done, and in 
1889 another ordinance made it “illegal to sell any extract of opium except 
on a written order of a practicing physician, and requiring that the amounts 
sold, with the name, sex, color and residence of the purchaser, and the name 
of the prescribing physician, be entered in a book. The City Council thus 
passes an ordinance practically declaring a business illegal which it has 
already legalized, and from which it is not ashamed to draw a revenue.” The 
right way to deal with the problem, Dr Masters thinks, is to follow the advice 
of the better class of Chinese, and remove prepared opium from the tariff 
list, declare it contraband, and confiscate it wherever found.47

Police state practices and solutions already surrounded the San Francisco 
opium problem, at that time a rather liberal city. It is the first time that 
these consequences of the Opium Problem can be demonstrated in any 
western country. The most serious attacks from a Moralistic State were 
still to come. But could it be worse than reported in the same 1892 arti-
cle? 

45 G. Recio, p. 23.
46 In a population of 65 million there were at the time about 13 million adult women, 

from which around 5% or 650,000 could belong to the high-income class. See for these 
women, D. Courtwright, p. 36 ff. The syringe needle was invented in 1857, and Merck had 
distributed the stuff in 1827 first when he was still a pharmacist shop-owner.

47 This article is published on the site of the excellent Schaffer Library of Drug Policy 
and quoted from The Review of Reviews (5 June, 1892), titled ‘San Francisco Opium Joints’.
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Complaints that the ‘opium vice’ demoralized not only the Chinese but 
also white Americans made the latter afraid to go to the joints to purchase 
their own imported doses. Dr. Masters advised, therefore, as follows:

If done at all ... it must be very secretly. The movements of white people 
about Chinatown are so carefully watched, and the different hells under 
almost half-hourly surveillance, that it would be impossible for them to 
frequent these places without soon attracting the attention of the police. 
There is plenty of smoking done by American people, but it is carried on in 
private houses or in rooms secretly kept by white people.48 

not in the Philippines, as McCoy thinks, but here in the United States 
itself, the police state was invented with all possible practical and theo-
retical consequences. 

On the federal level this example of San Francisco was not followed, 
despite what the willing and powerful anti- or pro-opium federal institu-
tions or private organizations could generate in terms of repressive mea-
sures. The box of Pandora was opened, however, and remained so.

In 1909 the New York Times published a long article about the attempts 
‘to stamp out the use of opium and many other drugs’.49 It reported, first, 
about the Shanghai conference of that year in which Great Britain 
announced a reduction to $35 million a year. elsewhere in the article the 
real meaning of this promise is given: Britain ‘was making $35 million a 
year from her opium in India’. And it agreed ‘to reduce the exports of opi-
um from India 10 per cent a year for ten years, and China agreed to reduce 
the production of the drug within her boundaries at an equal rate’. 

The journal was not suspicious about the British proposals: if Chinese 
production was dismantled from where the Chinese addicts should get 
their stuff ? There was only one provider left at the time: British India. The 
journal did not mention that Britain was cheating the international com-
munity also by bringing in the value of a certain quantity, while the price 
per unit would increase. In this way the envisaged reduction in income 
was not achieved. It is the same trick the Dutch government employed in 
the east Indies. If reductions followed, it was not due to positive actions of 
the imperial powers. That other countries represented in the Shanghai 
conference did not promise the same, notwithstanding an opium monop-
oly in its colony or country, should have been a warning for analysts. 

48 Idem.
49 The New York Times, July 25, 1909 reprinted on www.druglibrary.org. The quota-

tions come from this article.
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The British and the Dutch governments were the largest opium provid-
ers or distributors. The only country without such a monopoly was China, 
the country which always had to pay the bill. There was, however, one 
spoil-sport in this game: against all expectations only the Chinese govern-
ment realistically reduced the Chinese opium production by rigorously 
suppressing the opium peasants, traders and fields (see ch. 30 and 31). 

however, The New York Times reported other quite interesting matters. 
First, that the governments in the Shanghai conference understood that 
after solving the Opium Problem they, including the United States, 

will take just as resolute steps to abolish in every civilized land the growing 
traffic in cocaine, hasheesh, absinthe, chloral, and other drugs that fasten 
themselves upon mankind. 

This points to the very new development that opium became the world-
wide raw material for specific bulk chemical products like heroin or 
codeine from the 1885s onwards, as it was already for morphine. 
Furthermore, the excessive profits of the poppy exploitation stimulated 
the search for other similar plants suitable for large-scale cash cropping: 
that became Erythroxylum coca from which the coca leaves produced 
cocaine or Cannabis sativa, which provided hashish or marihuana (bhang, 
ganja, etc.). As shown above, the Dutch government was not only one of 
the main opium distributors, it also started cultivating coca leaves at the 
end of the 19th-century and the production of cocaine. In this field it 
became a world leader (see ch. 19). The quick spread of these new drugs 
was made possible by the well developed infrastructure for the opium 
trade, smuggling, and production for mass addiction. The New York Times 
specified:

The tremendous increase in the use of cocaine that followed the passage of 
the restrictive laws against opium may be gathered when it is known that 
in 1904—before the United States took up the cudgel against the Oriental 
habit—the importation of cocaine was only 58,000 ounces, and of coca 
leaves ... was 53,000 pounds. In 1905 300,000 pounds of coca leaves were 
imported ... because rather than pay a duty of 25 per cent, ad valorem, the 
chemists had started the manufacture of the drug in this country on a large 
scale. In 1906 the importation of coca leaves was 2,600,000 pounds. … no 
drug on the market seems to have anywhere near such a demoralizing effect 
on the human system.

According to this paper the prohibitory laws against smoking opium in 
the US had such an effect that only ten days after their announcement, 
the Portuguese ‘opium farm’ in Macao closed its business. The crude opi-
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um was imported into Macao, prepared for smoking and exported nearly 
entirely to the US. The paper was in all probability too optimistic.

In the opium business, a serious transformation took place. not only 
from “yellow” customers into “whites”, but also from the importing of 
smoking and crude opium, so that further manufacturing could take place 
into heroin and morphine in the US itself. In 1907 a total of 160,397 pounds 
of smoking opium were imported, which decreased to about 40,000 
pounds two years later. however, just new york imported 123,427 pounds 
in 1908, and nearly 300,000 pounds of crude opium was imported through 
all US ports together. And the rise in the price of smoking opium was from 
$1.50 a pound to $50 a pound in the big cities!50 

All this points to the basic transformation of the “natural” production 
into the industrial, pharmaceutical, one. This was also the start of the 
transformation from a more or less legal into a criminal business, from the 
rise of the drug mafia divided over the tremendously rich, white, westerner 
and international dealers-transporters, the local producers (poor peas-
ants) with their rich and criminalized local clients. The first two could be 
assured of political protection in most cases, the last one never, if only to 
keep the prices as high as possible and the medical, police and social ser-
vices going. 

In short: in these years, particularly in the USA, one is confronted with 
the transformation of the Opium Problem from an assault on the East into 
an assault on the West. From the point of view of the big drug dealers and 
their political and military friends, their finest hours were still to come. 

The citizens of the USA, however, could now add a new item to their 
superlative language: we are the first in history to initiate in response to 
the self-created Opium Problem a War on Drugs on the local level and 
serious pogroms against an ethnic minority throughout the country, 
which led to a police state and an assault on the intimate private life of the 
citizens of San Francisco. was this the model for a similar project with the 
same name after 1950: a federal and/or a global police state?

50 The journal also talks about the spreading of the crude opium over the USA. So in 
1908 new york imported 123,427 pounds, Philadelphia imported 153,081, St. Louis 6,885 
pounds and Detroit only 430. The crude opium together is valued at $1,151,207, while the 
prices of the rather small amount of smoking opium increased so much that its total value 
became $1,336,703. This smoking opium, however, had quite a different distribution. In 
1908, the last year of a substantial import of about 150,000 pounds, about 90% entered in 
San Francisco, hawaii got 1,400 pounds, Puget Sound 156, willamette (wash.) 119 ‘and the 
district of Montana and Idaho combined, just one pound’.   
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The Philippine Case51

Before the internal American developments are discussed further, we 
have to continue with the external (colonial) activities which Americans 
developed under the same circumstances as any other western colonizer. 
To have some political weight in the eastern (opium) power game, one 
needed an eastern power base. The Philippines became this stepping 
stone to reach to the bigger prey, China and Japan, a venture which came 
too late and failed from the beginning: the actions of Commodore Perry in 
the Japanese waters, who was trying to copy the successful assault of the 
British opium assault on China, ‘ironically dubbed the Open Door policy’.52

Because of this late arrival as a nation—and like Japan or Germany—
its main antagonist was the dominant imperialist, the British empire: 
from about 1870 onwards competition with england became the leading 
maxim of American foreign policy and its architect, the bureaucracy of 
the State Department. And for similar reasons—and again like Japan and 
Germany—it tried to form an empire of its own in the east (Alaska, 1867; 
hawaii, 1897; Philippines and Guam, 1898) or in Central America (Puerto 
Rico and Cuba, 1898; later followed by Panama, haiti, etc.). 

For both policies, it could certainly rely on a not unimportant, tradi-
tional anti-Anglicanism among the American population, part of an 
always remarkable nationalism or patriotism of a settler’s society. In the 
many American cartoons illustrating “Uncle Sam’s” entrance in world pol-
itics, “his” position was seriously exaggerated, as if it really could compete 
with the British empire.

During the 19th-century the American elite expressed two different, 
but not original, ideas about how to cope with foreign countries. That is to 
say, those countries that were interesting as markets for American prod-
ucts or as sources of raw materials and other foreign products or as both 
import and export destinations. The earliest US traders decided to stay for 
a relevant, rather short period in an existing coastal settlement rather 
than conquer a substantial territory with its own settlers. The reason for 
this is not an enlightened idea about the ridiculous claim to grab a foreign 
country as one’s own property. no, it was already very busy conquering 
70% of the American territory and colonizing it and, therefore, there was 

51 For the following see Idem and A. McCoy, F. Scarano (ed.), in which at least twelve 
of the ca. 40 articles concern the Philippines. For the colonial history of the Philippines see 
in particular h. Kamen.

52 A. McCoy, e. Jesus (ed.), p. 66.
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simply no American manpower available to conquer territory at the other 
end of the world as well. US traders are, furthermore, not very willing to 
cooperate with US military and a federal government by which their own 
freedom to trade will be directly limited: traditionally, one has to act on 
one’s own behalf.

Around 1800 the very racist American settler’s society was still invent-
ing itself as a “white nation” and faced a very bloody civil war among its 
own tribe. At the same time it was organizing a genocide of the original 
population, the “Red Race”, and the “liberation” of the imported “Black 
Race” in order to get cheap labor for the new industries in the north 
instead of the plantations in the South. In such a rigorous situation, 
dreaming of a Greater America and nurturing imperialist activities in 

Ill. 25. “The harvest in the Philippines”, 1899
Source: These words were below the cartoon published by Life, July 6, 1899 (wisconsin 

State historical Society). See also A. McCoy, F. Scarano, ed., p. 399.
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Central and South America (Monroe Doctrine) or making America the 
dominant power in the Pacific Basin demonstrated an unbelievable lack 
of realism and an excess of naïveté.53

This changed a few decades after the Civil war. There was no lack of 
warnings against an imperialist adventure. A New England Anti-Imperialist 
League reminded the public that ‘when we undertake to govern subject 
peoples separated from us by half the world, let us remember how we 
despoiled the Indian’.54 Time and again this comparison was made 
between local tribal heathens and those far away; the massacres in the 
Philippines were immediately compared with “wounded Knee”. what 
happened on those far-away islands in view of the reactions at home is 
symptomatic for all US foreign “projects”.

The Philippine Revolution (1896-1898) resulted in a liberation of the 
archipelago from the Spanish occupation. There had already been spo-
radic uprisings against the Spaniards before, so that in 1872 a “national” 
liberation movement could be established. The Filipinos definitely oust-
ed the Spaniards with the help of the Americans. As such, it was the first 
of a long chain of similar 20th-century liberation movements in Asia and 
elsewhere. 

however, no politicians or military and spiritual leaders in the west 
were prepared to perceive this as the beginning of the end of their impe-
rialist fixation. Certainly not the lately arrived new Imperialists, all of 
whom became involved in genocidal actions against indigenous people: 
the Americans in the Philippines, the Japanese in China, and the Germans 
against the herreros in Southwest Africa. It looks as if the achieved death 
rates made them “adult imperialists”. 

not that the Old Imperialists stopped with similar practices, as the 
Dutch proved in their very bloody campaigns against largely unarmed 
indigenous peoples of north Sumatra, Bali or Lombok. These “Old 
Butchers” heralded that Americans had joined the slaughterers’ club, 
while the Americans taught them the new technique of “water-boarding 
torture against Muslim people” or concentration camps, immediately 
copied by the British in their South African struggle against Zulus and the 
first colonizers, the Calvinist Dutch Boers.55 

53 A. McCoy, F. Scarano (ed.), p. 66 ff.
54 Idem, p. 401.
55 It is symptomatic for the Pavlov reaction to burden The enemy with all the crimi-

nal acts oneself is committing. notwithstanding the widespread publicity concerning the 
“waterboarding” practices of American torturers in Guantanamo Bay at present, an intel-
ligent American, the Poet Laureate of the USA, Charles Simic, still writes in the New York 
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The Americans did more. As soon as they landed in the Philippines as 
liberators, they betrayed the indigenous people and started their first 
Asian colony with probably the First Genocide of the white Race in the 
20th-century. Under the leadership of generals like Pershing, wood or 
Smith, they did their dirty job while executing infamous orders such as: 
‘Kill every one over ten!’56 

when the main killings stopped (guerrilla fighting continued until 
1913), between 500,000 and 1,000,000 Filippinos had lost their lives from a 
population of nine million. Concentration camps were established, and 
waterboarding became a routine method of torture. At that time, 
American generals in the Philippines referred explicitly to their cam-
paigns against the Indians in the Far west.

After the gunpowder smoke had cleared and at least in the main settle-
ments something like a normal life resumed, the new colonial USA gov-
ernment discovered that it had also inherited a serious opium problem 
from Spain. A few remarks about the preceding opium history will do.

The first Spanish conquerors arrived in the Philippines in 1565. Though 
few in number they, like their predecessors the Portuguese, were able to 
capitalize on the possession of firearms and especially of ship’s cannon. 
Gradually, all of the islands were captured but this remained confined 
practically to coastal areas; the natives simply vanished into the bush. 
Guerrilla fights and revolts were a regular phenomenon from that time 
onwards. 

But Spain ruled here until 1898: the official language became Spanish; 
the religion Roman Catholicism of a primitive kind nurtured by the rather 
dictatorial rules of the friars (Franciscans and Dominicans); a complicat-
ed racism supported the social hierarchy (the percentage of Spanish 
blood influenced one’s social or economic possibilities), even the indige-
nous peoples were caught in a system of racist categories.

In the middle of the 18th-century, this western colony became part of 
the mutual wars between the western competitors: the eIC captured 

Review of Books (February 11, 2010, p. 9): ‘Borrowed from Soviet and Chinese Communists 
and other repressive regimes ... these “techniques” were fine-tuned with ... the Department 
of Justice ... CIA officials ...’, etc. 

56 Idem, p. 401- 409; see also the Wikipedia article ‘Philippine Revolution’. It was the 
same brand of American generals who at the very end of world war 1 wanted to continue 
with the very bloody fighting, despite the fact that the surrender of the Germans was 
known and signed. This stubborness cost a few thousand American and German soldiers 
their lives. General Pershing was a commander in the Philippines as well as in world  
war I. 
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Manila (1762), but lost it again a few years later.57 Still, this year is seen as 
the beginning of the end of the Asian Spanish colonial rule: the english 
and Dutch infiltrated further every time, pirates of all sorts had their 
undisturbed playground, and the Islamic Sulu Sultanate was established 
in the south and feared for its extensive and long-standing slave raids and 
trade. It occupied mainly the island of Mindanao and the adjacent islands 
in the Sulu Sea, located between the Chinese mainland and the islands of 
Borneo and Celebes. 

The opium history of the Spanish Asian colonies started in fact as a 
modernization project.58 Based on enlightenment ideas, a radical cri-
tique of Spanish imperialism was made by Spanish administrators, intel-
lectuals pointing to the huge profits the Dutch and english received from 
their ventures. everywhere in Spain as well as in its colonies, “economic 
Societies of Friends of the Country” (Sociedad Económica de los Amigos del 
País) were established in the 1780s-1810s, which proposed all sorts of mod-
ernization projects. 

Instead of the strict oikoidal system, they supported a system of “free 
trade” (especially with America) as the only way in which Spain’s hidden 
potential might be developed. Silver from America remained the fuel of 
the Spanish empire also, notwithstanding the fact that the Spanish trade 
was largely in the hands of foreign merchants (British, French and Dutch). 
They were eager enough to upheld the Spanish imperial illusions. The 
most lucrative product of the strict oikoidal “Spanish” trade (largely trade 
with Spanish destinations) remained slaves to north, Central and South 
America, while a large proportion of goods were transported through 
extensive smuggling practices, the free trade. 

In east Asia there was just as much smuggling, but the slave trade was 
confined to specific “addresses” like the Sulu Sultanate on Mindanao. 
Opium was much more profitable, as the Spanish authorities learned 
mainly from the Dutch, but served the smugglers’ free trade. In the 
Philippines the new governor, Basco y Vargas, not only established a 
Society of Friends of the Country, but encouraged the growth of new crops 
for export such as indigo, tea, silk, tobacco, abaca (a kind of hemp suitable 
for ropes, etc.) and opium. Foreign merchants came to dominate this 
trade (of the thirteen trading houses, seven were British and two 
American) so that the Philippines could not lose in a competition with, 

57 h. Kamen, p. 482 ff.
58 For the following Idem, p. 458 ff.
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for instance, the same British firms trading in Chinese tea and silk or 
Indian opium. 

As elsewhere in the Far east under Spanish rule, an opium monopoly 
of the government had existed since 1843 and opium tax farming was 
farmed out to Chinese. Only 70,000 Chinese lived here, most of them in 
the capital Manila.59 

After its annexation by the USA, this monopoly was abolished and 
replaced by an American one. This was, in fact, an Opiumregie system, 
including heavy taxation plus free opium trade. Considerable public rev-
enue was obtained now along with a marked increase in consumption, 
especially among the Filipinos, so that opium became the main govern-
ment income. ‘This was partly the result of a cholera epidemic in 1902, 
partly of the looser nature of the American system, which did not forbid 
the non-medicinal use of opiates by native Filipinos.’60 

Later, after a shift in its China policy and criticism of American mis-
sionaries, the new colonizers started a prohibition campaign. If it should 
be true that ‘the United States was the only power to give up the lucrative 
opium revenue voluntarily’ (A. Foster),61 it is strange that the US has 
remained ever since the most lucrative market for drugs in the world. 
Apart from this, the New York Times (August 6, 1904) reported more cor-
rectly about the Opium Committee appointed by Governor Taft, includ-
ing the immanent contradiction:

The committee recommends that the opium traffic be made a Government 
monopoly at once so that at the end of three years the importation of opium 
may be absolutely prohibited, with the exception of medical requirements; 
that only confirmed habitués of the drug who are over twenty-one years of 
age be granted smokers’ license; ... that the punishment of Chinese found 
guilty of importing opium be deportation.62 

As elsewhere in east Asia, the colonial government monopolized trade or 
distribution in order to get more profit and control; they decreased the 

59 T. Tong Joe, p. 73 ff; D. Courtwright, p. 80 ff.
60 D. Courtwright, p. 80.
61 Quoted in a review of F. Schumacher in: h-Soz-u-Kult, 26-04-2006 of a reader 

about the Americans in the Philippines by Julian Go and Anne Foster, which I could not 
consult. Probably it is the same as Foster’s short and naive contribution to A. McCoy, F. 
Scarano (ed.), p. 95-105. She writes (Id., p. 95) about something most ambiguous as the 
‘American leadership of the anti-opium movement.’ More support could be found for the 
reverse hypothesis that the US became the most serious victim of the same movement! 
That, however, is not the aim of my writing. 

62 The New York Times archive article ‘Federal Opium Monopoly’.
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quantities but increased the prices in the colonies, stimulating not only 
serious bureaucratic corruption but also smuggling. Also here the Chinese 
always got the blame; the “white” British and American importers or the 
main smugglers were largely spared.

Main customers at the end of the 19th-century belonged to the Chinese 
emigrant population, which became directly dependent on the govern-
ment deliveries. But other consumers were also spotted by, for instance, 
the American Pharmaceutical Association in 1903:

while it has not been practicable to obtain exact figures, it can be stated 
that the drug habit is alarmingly increasing among the men of our army 
and navy. The number of men using opium in the army has greatly increased 
since the occupation of the Philippines, many “opium smokers” acquiring 
the habit there from Chinese or natives ... Quite a number of enlisted men 
have been discharged from both army and navy during the last year because 

Ill. 26. “Those pious yankees ...”, 1902
Source: Life, May 22, 1902 (wisconsin State historical Society) published this cartoon as 
probably the first warning about the US waterboarding practices. All Old Imperialists – 
Britain, France, Germany, Spain and holland – sang a chorus in the background: ‘Those 
pious yankees can’t throw stones at us anymore”. See also A.McCoy, F.Scarano, ed., p. 405.
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of their being detected as habitual users of opium or morphine ... not a 
single case of drug habit coming from the prescribing of an opiate by a 
medical officer can be recalled ...63

The Anglican bishop Brent was the most influential member of the 
Philippine Opium Commission. In his view the consumption of opium was 
not merely a matter of personal weakness, but a social vice and a crime. At 
that moment, for church people, there was no alternative after the foreign 
missionaries in China had changed colors in order to save their business 
of converting Chinese. The commission members accepted their opinion 
that Chinese of all classes used opium,

the poor inevitably suffered most from the high prices. Missionaries reported 
that men sold their businesses and families to satisfy their habits. Appar-
ently, the missionaries did not perceive an appropriate solution in making 
opium available at lower prices ... Missionaries thus perceived opium use 
as frustrating their own ambition.64 

In doing so, they contributed strongly to the habit of blaming the victims 
(see further ch. 29).

As usual in other colonies, the commission recommended a govern-
ment monopoly to effectively control the use of opium, aiming at the 
repression and abolition of use and traffic, but in fact leaving the huge 
profits not only to the large “white” opium dealers like—in this case—the 
Dent & Co firm.

however, the results from Brent’s proposals were conspicuous by their 
absence. The US government did not accept the proposed opium monop-
oly and its rather complicated management. In a new law (3 March 1905) 
it stated that in three years’ time, every opium import in the Philippines 
should be illegal, except for medical purposes. Also, all opium selling and 
consumption should be prohibited.

It is not very understandable that, according to Tong Joe, much later 
Bishop Brent acknowledged that this was the only right decision. 

63 C. Terry, M. Pellens, p. 23, 24. why the non-activity of the medical officers is men-
tioned here so explicitly must have a specific reason: not much later C. Terry discovered 
from empirical studies that indeed half of the addicts picked up their habit from treat-
ments by physicians and the activities of druggists! That gives a specific background to the 
last sentences in the quoted report: ‘At the present, it is calculated that there are over a 
million opium smokers in the United States, the importation of opium smoking purposes 
being double that for medicinal uses, amounting to more than 500,000 pounds last year, 
valued at $3,500,000!’ . See also D. Courtwright, p. 100 ff. 

64 D. Richards, p. 162.
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when it is discovered how lucrative a method it is for purposes of revenue, 
Governments easily dissemble with themselves and postpone reform indef-
initely.65 

The Philippine reality was that ‘anyone who wishes to buy prepared opi-
um can buy it at a moderate price.’66 

A rather official investigation from the new york-based Opium Research 
Committee of the Foreign Policy Association concluded diplomatically in 
1927:

It is not difficult after an unofficial investigation of opium and smuggling 
in the Philippine Islands to understand why the United States is somewhat 
under suspicion internationally for failing to produce Philippine opium sta-
tistics. Illegal opium is coming into the islands in such quantities as to make 
smoking opium procurable freely at very low prices, but lack of reliable 
figures on the number of Chinese in the Islands makes any estimate of the 
extent of opium smoking difficult.67

Smugglers are normally not impressed by the availability or not of figures. 
They act when the profit is reasonable compared to the risks and costs. In 
the Philippines smuggling opium remained an intensive activity, and in 
particular from Amoy, hong Kong, Macao, Kwang Chow wan, British 
north Borneo and Formosa. This opium trade network operated smooth-
ly until world war II when the Philippines arrived near the eye of the 
storm.

The result of all the Philippine mess is a highly repressed population 
robbed of its dignity of having fought for its own liberation and addicted 
to eastern opium probably more seriously than before, falsified statistics 
or not.

Early 20th-century Opium / Cocaine Consumption

A Basic Drink

In the USA an original home-bred way of addicting many people was 
invented. In 1865 the pharmacist John Pemberton was wounded in the 
Civil war, and like many wounded veterans he became addicted to mor-
phine. Searching for a cure, he began experimenting with coca and coca 
wines, comparable to a diluted form of laudanum. he called the result 

65 Quoted by T. Tong Joe, p. 74 note 1.
66 Idem, p. 75 quoting a report of May about the Philippines.
67 Quoted in A. Vandenbosch, p. 283 note 34.
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Pemberton’s French Wine Coca. his medicinal concoction was advertised 
as being particularly beneficial for 

ladies, and all those whose sedentary employment causes nervous prostra-
tion, irregularities of the stomach, bowels and kidneys, who require a nerve 
tonic and a pure, delightful diffusable stimulant.68 when drinking a Coca 
Cola nowadays, only a few people know that it has this medical background. 

68 Article ‘John Pemberton’, in: Wikipedia.

Ill. 27. Coca Cola: old and new claims, ca. 1902
Source: Many marvelous mental medicines circulated around 1900 in the USA including 
the wonderful Coca Cola. See www.bonkersinstitute.org/medshow/cola.html. This adver-
tisement of 1902 urges people ‘when the Brain is running under full pressure’ to drink a 
glass of Coca-Cola: it ‘enables the entire system to readily cope with the strain of any 
excessive demands made upon it.’ At that time the drink still contained cocaine. Later it 

contained only(!) an extract of coca leaves. 
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The company does not promote the historical knowledge of its product, 
consumers cannot be stimulated by it to ‘have their Coke’! without any 
doubt, however, Coca Cola is the top addiction product of American citi-
zens in the 20th-century.

The original formula allegedly called for 8.46 mg of cocaine, while an 
average dose of the street drug is between 15 and 35 mg. As Pemberton’s 
business partner invented the name Coca Cola (1885), the company 
claimed that it was a medicine to cure morphine and opium addictions, 
among a multitude of other health benefits. An advertisement of 1886 
stated about this ‘intellectual beverage’ (!) that it was not only a delicious 
etc. drink but that it was a cure ‘for all nervous affections – sick, headache, 
neuralgia, hysteria, melancholy’, etc.

neither Pemberton nor anybody else until today has proven whether 
these claims are true or that it is just a new product in the overstocked US 
quack’s market (see Dr. Doxey’s elixir above). 

notwithstanding all anti-narcotic campaigns after the 1880s, the claim 
in the advertisement campaigns was sufficient to seduce enough 
Americans to make the drink relatively popular. It wasn’t until the Second 
world war that Coca Cola became the multinational company with bot-
tling plants all over the world, including the Philippines.

Basic Knowledge

In the 1899 copy of the authoritative Dispensatory of the United States of 
America written by learned men like George wood and Franklin Bache, 
Coca Cola was not mentioned. It had become the handbook for many 
generations of American pharmacists and apothecaries (24th edition in 
1947, etc.). One of the longest articles in it concerns opium.69 Its sources 
are British, French and US pharmacopoeia.

Its opium article starts with details about the Papaver somniferum 
Linné plant, its capsules and juice; its preparation had a content of 
between 9½% and 10½% morphine (‘not more’). Then it continues with 
a ‘Commercial history’, containing some loose remarks about the opium 
imported and its destination: ‘For various reasons India opium no longer 
enters western commerce to any extent’. Following the european pat-
tern, the USA apparently received opium mainly from Turkey directly or 
through different european ports. In 1897 a total of 1,072,914 lbs was 
imported from that source, valued at $2,184,727, which makes $2.03 per lb. 

69 G. wood, F. Bache, p. 980-1005 very dense printed texts. Quotations come from 
these pages.
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In addition, 157,061 lbs of ‘prepared opium for smoking’ was imported, val-
ued at $1,132,861, which makes $7.21 per lb.

The French port of Marseilles was the main transit harbor and the loca-
tion of extensive frauds:

The opium taken thither from the Levant is first softened, and then adulter-
ated with various matters which are incorporated in its substance. To use 
a strong expression of Guibourt, they make the opium over again at Mar-
seilles. Our traders to the Mediterranean would do well to bear this asser-
tion in mind. … Sand, ashes, the seeds of different plants ... gum arabic ... 
aloes, even small stones and minute pieces of lead and iron, are mentioned 
among the substances employed in the sophistication of the drug.70 

There follows a long list with sometimes extensive comments on the 
available kinds of opium and researchers who tested them: Turkey with 
export ports Smyrna and Constantinople (12 kinds); egypt; India (3); 
Persia (3) and even Mozambique before the Chinese market. 

Regarding China it states that its opium never reaches the european 
market, but enters the United States through San Francisco. There it is 
mainly consumed by the resident Chinese for smoking purposes. The San 
Francisco custom house apparently wanted to make a big business out of 
this import. As told earlier, it did not asked the normal US$1 duty a pound, 
but $6 by inventing a new definition: this imported opium is ‘an extract’! 
The pharmacists conclude: ‘... hence, probably, the ever-recurring 
attempts at its smuggling’.71

This list of kinds of opium is followed by a review of all alkaloids, which 
are usually the ‘active principles of the plants in which they are found ... 
and been applied so advantageously to the treatment of disease’; in short, 
a review of morphine, codeine, thebaine, laudanine and more than twenty 
other alkaloids, all with the ability to transform people into addicts 
instead of curing diseases, with which “too little money” can be earned.72 

70 Idem, p. 982. This must be the real background for the movie The French Connec-
tion (1971) in which a new york policemen arrived in Marseilles and another civilization to 
fight the French drug mafia in the American cowboy way; a brilliant role of Gene hack-
man. See C. Lamour, M. Lamberti, p. 29 ff. for the situation in the 1970s.

71 There is also mentioned a second “Chinese” opium with the mysterious name Bos-
ton Opium (elsewhere called “pudding opium”). without lifting the veil about this name, 
we can say that it concerns a ‘sophisticated article, skilfully adulterated so as to reduce the 
percentage of morphine to the lowest point compatible with getting through the United 
States Custom-house and yet to get the physical appearance of a high-grade opium.’ Idem, 
p. 986. 

72 They all have the chemical combination of C, h and nO elements as, for instance, 
morphine C17 h19 nO3 or codeine with C18 h21 nO3, etc.
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This Dispensatory provides so many rules and recipes about how to 
treat opium that any layman can make his own opium preparation; the 
greatest difficulty is the sheer volume of this extremely large book.

This copy from 1899 also details what a consumer can expect of his/her 
opium. when a healthy person takes a moderate dose, it increases the fre-
quency and force of the pulse, invigorates the muscular system, etc.

and gives new energy to the intellectual faculties. Its operation ... is directed 
with peculiar force to the brain, the functions of which it excites sometimes 
even to intoxication or delirium. however, ‘in a short time’ this excitation 
subsides and ‘a calmness of the corporal actions, and a delightful placidity 
of mind, succeed ... forgetting all sources of care and anxiety … pleasing 
fantasies … a quiet and vague enjoyment. At the end of half an hour or an 
hour ... all consciousness is lost in sleep. ... All the secretions ... are in general 
either suspended or diminished ... pain and inordinate muscular contrac-
tion ... are allayed and general nervous irritation is composed.73 

Unfortunately, the quantity of a normal dose in the relevant cases was not 
mentioned.74 Therefore, the explanations of what happens if the doses 
are ‘insufficient’ or ‘large’ result only in the obvious remarks that the reac-
tions are slower or more intense, respectively, as described. The details of 
what happens after swallowing ‘quantities sufficient to destroy life’ con-
clude with the obvious: ‘Death soon follows, unless relief be afforded.’ It is, 
however, not very reassuring to learn that after consuming ‘very small 
quantities’, this occasionally gives ‘rise to excessive sickness and vomiting 
and even spasm of the stomach ... restlessness, headache and delirium ...’!75

It is remarkable that after this more or less technical information, it 
starts recounting fairy tales about other people: that in ‘all parts of the 
world opium is habitually employed’, which is happily not the case, and 
that Mohammedans and hindus use opium as ‘the most pleasing substi-
tute for alcoholic drinks’. This is logically and factually incorrect. 

where alcohol is unknown, something else cannot be a substitute for 
it. Throughout most of history and the largest part of the globe, alcohol 
and opium were absent among the majority of the population before the 

73 Idem, p. 1001.
74 Later (p. 1003) one mentions what the authors prescribe in catarrh and diarrhoea: 

not more than one-fourth or one-third of a grain (0.016 or 0.02 gram); in acute peritonitis 
one jumps even to ‘the equivalent of seventy-five grains (5 gram)’ ! Is this the dose after 
which the relatives must be told: ‘Death soon follows, unless relief be afforded’? Anyway, 
this is insufficient for general treatment purposes as relative to the function of this Dispen-
satory.  

75 Idem, p. 1002.
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Dutch or english pressed native inhabitants to swallow the stuff. In addi-
tion, Mohammedans (see ch. 30), hindus or Buddhists are in general not 
opium users, excluding some Mughal elites. In Islam (Qur’an) there is 
even a formal prohibition against using any alcohol and drugs, when not 
medically prescribed. In hinduism some gurus consume only cannabis, 
and some opium is used in Ayurveda medicine. The same is applicable to 
Confucianism or Taoism. Only in specific local rituals are substances with 
opium-like qualities used, like peyote by specific shamans. Only Christians 
and Jews are well-known users of all forbidden products. 

The Dispensatory states: ‘In India, Persia and Turkey it is consumed in 
immense quantities, and many nations of the east smoke opium as those 
of the west smoke tobacco’, but this is far beyond the credibility of the 
explanations given above: ‘Death soon follows, unless relief be afforded’! 
In India, Persia and Turkey this relief is not afforded, so there should have 
been many reports of deaths! Therefore, all this looks like a legitimation of 
the American behavior and the saving of the bestselling product of phar-
macists. And, indeed, this behavior demands a strong legitimation; an 
impression confirmed by the next section, in which the old stories about 
the ancients (Diagoras, hippocrates) are told.

Indeed, seven kinds of useful applications of opium to cure something 
are mentioned; this time without the double-blind proofs of the results, 
let alone the provision of alternatives.76 After this short digression, the 
text continues again with discussing contra-indications. 

no single remark is given about the social, political or economic aspects 
or effects of opium (or morphine, etc.) use. There is, probably, shame 
about doing so because a few years later it is crystal clear that a serious 
anti-opium opposition has developed. It still remains incomprehensible 
that in the 1918 edition of the Dispensatory, no article appeared on opium, 
morphine or heroin.77 That was when the consumption of these drugs 
rocketed sky-high in the United States.

A Mega Consumption

The Americans are the ones who have to pay the largest bill for the deeds 
of their 19th-century ancestors and their western colleagues. Against 

76 Idem, p. 1002, 1003.
77 This 20th edition with its 1576 pp. can be studied on-line: www.swsbm.com/Dis 

pensatory/USD-1918-complete.pdf. It is edited by Joseph Remington, horace wood and 
others. There was only a short article on “poppy capsules”, p. 1143-1145, not even one on 
‘papaver’.  
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their enormous profits with the opium trade, the chief medical officer of 
the City of new york reported already as early as 1921 that

Americans consume twelve times more opium than any other people in the 
world. More than 750,000 pound are imported every year in the USA, which 
equals around 2.5 gram per person. The legally allowed opium consumption 
is not less than 70,000 pound a year.78 

It is in particular after 1918 that people caught by the police as opium 
addicts increased by nearly 800%. These figures must be exaggerated 
compared to data given below, but the question is whether it is possible to 
come up with more reliable figures. 

It was something like common wisdom that a relatively high level of 
opium consumption was established in the United States. From all 
sides—europe, the Far east, Mexico or Canada—large consignments of 
opium could be imported (legally and smuggled) and consumed. 

A first attempt to uncover opium addiction comes from O. Marshall 
(1878), who interviewed 200 key figures in about 100 townships and vil-
lages all over Michigan. Based on these results, he estimated that of the 1.3 
million people in the whole state, ‘the total number of opium eaters … 
would be 7,763’. There were also many more female ‘eaters’ than males.79 
These figures do not tell us about addiction, the quantities involved, and 
so on; they only claim that the druggist could sell substances freely to 
mainly female customers, people with sleeping problems, pain or what-
ever.

A government report of 1919 concerning addiction in the country 
guessed ‘that the total number of addicts in this country probably exceeds 
1,000,000 at the present time’.80 A 1924 estimate starts in a more realistic 
way by stating that it is impossible to make a reliable account of the 
addicted persons ‘because of the social and legal factors tending to make 
addiction a secret practice’.81 After scrutinizing all kinds of studies and 
figures, the highest estimate for the period 1915 to 1922 is likely to be 
269,000 for the whole country, with a minimum of 104,300 addicts 
(Lawrence Kolb).

The first sound evaluation of the opium problem in the USA was car-
ried out by the Committee on Drug Addictions in collaboration with the 

78 L. Lewin, p. 77.
79 Idem, p. 11-15. See also D. Courtwright, p. 36 and table 2, p. 13 for addicts per location 

around 1920 (Kolb).
80 Idem, p. 32.
81 Idem, p. 42.
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Bureau of Social Hygiene, Inc. The results were published in 1928; with 
over one thousand pages, it was one of the most extensive reports at the 
time.82 

The study starts with an assessment of the extent of the opium prob-
lem which resulted in the table below. nearly half of it is occupied by the 
very detailed discussion of the medical side of the problem; a quarter of it 
concerns the control measures to be taken at international, national and 
municipal levels; about 10% is filled with texts of some international trea-
ties and most US states measures. Only 0.5% is devoted to the opium 
problem. For a History of the Opium Problem they are the most interesting 
chapters, and include some background. 

One of the authors, Charles e. Terry, a dedicated health officer in 
Florida, initiated a most controversial medical approach.83 he estab-
lished a city drug clinic to provide the habitués with free narcotic pre-
scriptions. with this, he became the forerunner of the methadone 
maintenance clinics which now exist in most large western cities. The 
municipal law to do this was passed in Jacksonville (Florida) in 1912. 

After a year Terry had registered 646 habitual users, 1% of the 
Jacksonville population. Among them, the white habitués outnumbered 

82 C. Terry, M. Pellens.
83 For the following see D. Musto, p. 97 ff.

Ill. 28. how to dope US. babies ca. 1870.
Source: D. Duco, p. 107. This soothing syrup for babies was one of the best known laudanum 

products.
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the blacks by almost two to one; women outnumbered men by about 
three to two, and the latter preferred opiates to cocaine. he, furthermore, 

came to the conclusion that 55 percent of the habits had been acquired 
through treatment by physicians, 20 percent from advice of acquaintances, 
and 20 percent through dissipation. Only 2 percent arose from chronic and 
incurable disease treated with narcotics.84 

Terry also chastised the druggists, who reaped an extravagant profit from 
their narcotic sales, and strongly emphasized that addiction problems 
should be left to health departments and not to the police. Consequently, 
Terry had confidence only in “public physicians”.

In an atmosphere of USA “cocainomania”, Terry’s results were an 
assault on the general racist anti-black and anti-foreigner attitudes of gov-
ernment institutions or private and religious associations and on the gen-
eral adoration of “people in the white coats”, the medical professionals.
They also did not support the anti-feminist belief in the general sinfulness 
of women as “based” on the Genesis story. And they contradicted the 
widespread political belief that ‘perfidious foreign nations’ were usually 
responsible for American drug taking.85 

The widespread xenophobia is, for instance, expressed by the influen-
tial Philippines Opium Commission of Bishop Brent and others. The three 
members represented the USA in the international opium conference in 
Shanghai (1909). Their attitude and probably their strategy were to blame 
the Chinese and the Chinese government as much as possible, which they 
expressed, for instance, as follows:

The original idea was that the opium traffic and habit as it existed in the 
Far east was to be investigated. But during the passage of the diplomatic 
correspondence it developed that the opium habit was no longer confined 
to Far eastern countries, and that the United States especially had become 
contaminated through the presence of a large Chinese population.86 

In this catalogue of participants, together responsible for the opium prob-
lem, Terry’s characterization of the non-institutionalized institution, the 
underworld, or of the general opium business, must be added:

It is not unnatural ... for the head of a penal institution in which cases of 
chronic opium intoxication are treated to come to the conclusion that the 
underworld and criminal classes are especially prone to this condition; for 

84 Idem, p. 98.
85 Idem, p. 279 note 3.
86 Quoted in C. Terry, M. Pellens, p. 632.
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the head of a state hospital to conclude that the mentally unstable form a 
considerable majority of these patients, and for the proprietor of a private 
institution, where the cost of treatment is within the means of only a 
favored few, to claim that financiers, individuals highly successful in the 
business world, and professional groups able to pay the highest prices to a 
large extent are susceptible to opiumism.87

In Terry’s study is given also the following table:

Table 43. Total Import of Opium and Opium Preparations to the USA, 1850-1924 
(selected years)88

year  General imports  entered for Consumption

Crude opium 
in lbs

Opium 
prepared 
for smoking 
in lbs

Opium 
entered for 
consumption 
in lbs

Smoking 
opium 
entered for 
consump-
tion in lbs

Morphine and 
its salts entered 
for consump-
tion in oz

1 2 3 4 5 6
1850 130 349 --- --- --- ---
1855 111 229 --- 107 632 --- ---
1860 119 525 --- 116 686 --- ---
1865 110 470   13 703   92 099 31 918    172
1870 254 609  [34 000] 121 185 12 603  3 187
1875 305 136  [53 000] 188 239 62 775  4 252
1880 533 451  [60 000] 243 211 77 196 19 386
1885 351 609  37 475 351 609 37 475 20 710
1890 473 095  34 465 380 621 58 982 19 954
1895 358 455 139 765 357 981 115 709 16 029
1900 544 938 142 479 537 004 129 335 26 208
1905 594 680 159 380 456 563 144 997 21 396
1910 449 239 [100 000] 439 379 [118 500] 13 085
1915 484 027 --- 391 938 ---  8 676
1920 211 277 --- 225 528 --- 31 909
1925  96 848 ---   96 848 --- [65 000]
 
This table should be given to students to teach them the pitfalls of making 
statistics: is the title of column 3 similar to that of column 5 as only the 
1885 data suggest? Column 2 + 3 is only in one case, 1865, similar to 4+5: 
where have all the differences between ‘general imports’ and ‘entered for 
consumption’ gone? Generally, the transformation from crude into pre-

87 Idem, p. 513, 514.
88 Idem, p. 50-51 from official sources. 
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pared opium reduced its weight by 50%: how is this to be seen in the 
table? Is column 3, therefore, to be added or subtracted from column 2 
(and 5 from 4)? 

In addition, it is an interesting exercise to compare this table to the two 
given earlier about the Pacific and the Atlantic opium import. For exam-
ple, in 1870/71 the addition of these two gives an import of 303,231 lbs, 
while the entirety for the USA gives about 50,000 lbs less! Ten years later 
the same procedure leads to a weight of 129,905 lbs, which derives from 
other ports than San Francisco and new york. For 1890 this amount is 
even 191,249 lbs. 

The import quoted earlier from wood and Bache’s Dispensatory is a 
multiple of what is mentioned here as the import for 1895. A new study of 
these figures is welcome to clarify whether the differences result from 
imports in other ports, from smuggling, from “secret” imports needed in 
the pharmaceutical industry, from corruption in the custom offices, and 
so on.89 whatever its value, the table indicates clearly the kind of quanti-
ties of opium swallowed by American consumers. 

Cocaine Connections

Above is quoted an alarming article from The New York Times (1909) 
which informed the reader that five years earlier only 53,000 pounds of 
coca leaves were imported, but that this had jumped to 2,600,000 pounds 
within two years. This last figure is approached only in 1943; it only nur-
tures my suspicion about official US statistics.

As remarked in ch. 19 for the export of Javanese cocaine, the drug con-
sumption of the soldiers in world wars I and II and during the world eco-
nomic crisis strongly decreased instead of the expected increase. The 
figures in the table also suggest the same development. Smuggling cannot 
be represented in reliable numbers or in estimates of a non-reliable drugs 
police. even if one supposes that the consumption of soldiers is hidden in 
the medicinal data (and, therefore, that non-medicinal figures are con-
fined to the civilian consumption at home), the given downward trend in 
times of crisis can be supported. Still how can we explain the remarkable 
jump of consumption in the non-medicinal realm after the world crisis or 
at the beginning of world war II: are they only “home front data”?

89 It seems as if people busy with narcotic statistics are themselves seriously addicted. 
The many reports about the number of addicts in the USA are notorious, which often lead 
to big rows because of the bad image the USA could get abroad if they were too high. See 
D. Courtwright (p. 121 ff.) about the harry Anslinger period and his surveys.
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Table 44. U.S. coca imports: medicinal (cocaine) and non-medicinal (cola), 1925-1959  
(x kilograms)90

year  Coca Leaves

Total Imports Medicinal nonmedicinal

1925 72 255 72 255 ---
1930 89 699 89 699 ---
1931 221 236 122 748 98 487
1933 81 699 81 699 ---
1934 85 551 81 070 4 481
1935 110 331 94 469 15 862
1940 352 201 146 189 206 011
1941 420 389 127 484 292 905
1942 360 656 80 849 270 806
1943 447 396 207 409 239 987
1944 202 057 67 555 134 502
1945 316 224 45 359 270 865
1950 112 743 112 743 ---
1955 141 290 141 290 ---
1956 184 096 184 096 ---
1958 112 501 112 501 ---
1959 135 223 135 223 ---

Furthermore, what does “medicinal” means? Resources for the pharma-
ceutical industry? Let’s take the example of Merck. At least until 1933, 
this company was a world leader in legal drug production and even a 
monopolist for cocaine, heroin and morphine. Like Bayer and others, it 
stuffed its painkillers and many other products with these components. 
Concerning the consumer side of the Opium Problem, it seriously con-
tributed in this way to the collective addiction or dependence on medici-
nal products in general instead of good and differentiated food, better 
collective hygiene or better information about health and related sub-
jects. 

 Firms like Merck, Boehringer or Bayer exported tons of these drugs 
annually over the whole world without any form of external control. In 
1922, for instance, the production figures were: 1.2 tons of cocaine, 2.5 tons 
of morphine and 4.2 tons of heroin. The demand by the «international 

90 Quoted in the article of P. Gootenberg in: S. Topik et al. (ed.), p. 342. The source is 
the notorious US Department of Treasury, Federal Bureau of narcotics (1960). Only 
selected years are given. Before 1930 coca leaf is not clearly separated; separate reporting 
(but not imports) ceases after 1947. The figures are rounded.
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community» to control this kind of production was not in the interest of 
the German pharmaceutical industry and, therefore, not of the German 
government. 

«Darmstadt», the German base of Merck, became one of the three pro-
duction centers in the world for cocaine: the Dutch Cocaine Factory was 
the largest, and the American new Jersey Merck the second.91 Thanks to 
this concerted competition, the values of Peruvian coca and crude cocaine 
dropped by some 95% in the 1920s. 

As a main offshoot of their prominent position, the pharmaceutical 
industry pursued patent rights on its products.92 In most countries it was 
not possible to patent vital necessities of daily life, as it is a form of monop-
oly. new definitions are easy to find. In the USA in 1870, the patent law 
was revised to make even that possible. Anyway, drugs and their method 
of production can be patented. This had far-reaching consequences: 

The extensive development of large pharmaceutical firms, based on re -
search, could not have occurred in the same way without patent laws. The 
fact that the industry, the ingenuity and the money invested in the dis covery 
of new drugs and processes have been rewarded by a temporary 

91 Apparently, private individuals could get their dose from Merck. ‘Freud obtained 
some cocaine from the pharmaceutical firm of Merck &Co of Darmstadt and started to 
take doses of 50 milligrams dissolved in water.’ Th. Dormandy, p. 369 and that was the 
beginning of an addiction and supporter so that friends were addicted as well. 

92 For the following see e. Kremers, G. Urdangs, p. 113 ff.

Ill. 29. Bayer Pharmaceutical Products, 1898 
Source: A. McCoy et al., 1972, p. 4.
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Table 45. Merck Production and its German Import of Cocaine and Coca, 1880-1915  
(x kilogram)93

year Merck production  Coca imported Crude cocaine 
imported from Java

from Peru from Java

1880 0.05 25 --- ---
1885 70 18 396 --- ---
1890 557 --- --- ---
1895 791 --- --- ---
1900 1 418 --- --- ---
1905 2 146 ---  58 967 919
1910 5 241 --- 186 127 3 183
1915 265 --- 203 972 2 966

monopoly has helped to stimulate the startling advances since the last quar-
ter of the 19th-century.94 

An application of this patent right is the monopoly on trademarks, which 
even makes it possible to acquire ‘unlimited exclusive rights to the brand 
name’ and ‘to enjoy a virtual monopoly on a given product’. This led to 
many excesses, but the patent + trademark “principle” remained intact. 
For the whole drug scene, it had the practical effect that the industry’s 
trade in cocaine, heroin, morphine or any other “trademark” was invented 
by the advertisement people, could be defined as “legal”and remained 
unchecked. Competitors had to pay big fines, prison or worse, if confront-
ed with an Italian mafia or the Mexican police. 

The largest cocaine imports into the USA were organized from Mexico. 
not without difficulty as experienced, for instance, by the Zionist David 
Goldbaum around 1916.95 This man occupied a remarkable position as a 

93 From the article of Paul Gootenberg in: S. Topik et al (ed.), p. 326. Only a selection 
of his data is given.

94 Idem, p. 114. See also Th. Dormandy, p. 413, 414 for Merck patents. As one of the few, 
the founder of the present eli Lilly concern still had, anyway, the right idea to commit 
‘himself to producing only high-quality prescription drugs, in contrast to the common and 
often ineffective patent medicines of the day’ (Wikipedia, ‘eli Lilly). At the moment it 
 produces world-wide products like the controversial Prosac. Things can change also in 
other directions: In January 2009, the largest criminal fine in U.S. history was imposed on 
Lilly for illegal marketing of its best-selling product, the antipsychotic medication, 
Zyprexa.

95 G. Recio, p. 34. This David Goldbaum was a Zionist, suspicious of the plans to settle 
in Palestine and, therefore, member of the so-called Territorialist Faction (start in 1905) of 
the Zionist movement. he and other Zionist settlers in Baja California arrived there in the 
1880s, and they planned to buy a large part of the peninsula to establish there the “new 
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representative of Chinese opium dealers! he got a concession for the han-
dling of smoking opium from esteban Cantú, governor of Baja California. 
This Cantú, however, charged a fixed fee of $45,000 and monthly instal-
ments of $10,000. It was a deal he had made not only with Goldbaum. The 
US Treasury Department caught this clever opium trafficker, but most of 
his colleagues had more luck. 

For cocaine Mexico provided the only trade route. In the 1920s Mexico 
instituted more rigorous laws on trafficking, but the smugglers responded 
by planting opium in several border states in Mexico and extended and 
refined the distribution network within the USA. From this labor they are 
still profiting today.

 Basic Instincts

A notorious report from hamilton wright (1910) argued that ‘the general 
criminal population’ was addicted, at a rate more than 250 times that of 
the general adult population.96 In many pressure groups, whose activities 
led to the Harrison Narcotic Act (1914), similar sounds were heard. The 
question of who belonged to the opium or drug mafia was easy to answer: 
the mafia were criminals; addicts were criminals, too; therefore, all addicts 
belonged to the mafia. This false assumption became canonized as the 
highest form of wisdom about addiction by Congressman Porter or the US 
surgeon general, Rupert Blue. 

In the latter’s view, addicts should be divided into two classes: the legal 
or medical class with a few members with some disease, injury or pain 
requiring relief and those who habitually used narcotics for other than 
medical reasons, who are the real addicts similar to ‘psychopaths, neurot-
ics and criminals’.97 The first class should be cared for by medical doctors, 
pharmacists and the pharmaceutical industry, the three sources of their 
addiction. The second class consisted of clients of the police, prisons, and, 
of course, the pharmaceutical industry as well, which had to provide the 
means to cure the craving. high-ranking police officers (1924) used ready-
made arguments like, for instance:

world Israel”, an autonomous Jewish state. Certainly a better plan than what happened in 
Palestine. Goldbaum also wrote a booklet to support this plan: ‘Towns of Baja California. 
A 1918 Report. ed. by w. hendricks (Glendale, Cal.: La Siesta Press, 1971). 

96 D. Courtwright, p. 145.
97 Quoted by D. Courtwright, p. 142.
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whether an addict becomes a criminal or a criminal becomes an addict, 
the fact remains that they spring from the same soil—namely from the 
group of mental, moral and psychological inferiors.98

People acquainted with the basic addiction problems protested against 
these discriminatory platitudes. They pointed to the effects of legislation 
(even possession of drugs became a crime in itself) making a user a crimi-
nal by definition and not by act. They, furthermore, argued: when a user 
does commit a crime like theft, it is solely to obtain cash to pay for his 
drug. The reason why was not discussed: because the law has driven the 
price of the drug to excessive heights.99 To the known criticism at the 
time, Courtwright adds that the use of police records in these addiction-
criminality cases is fraught with peril. So, the prohibition policy exercised 
by the authorities with their typical supporters only increased the reve-
nues of the pharmaceutical industry, its pharmacists, doctors and the 
underworld and aggravated The Problem. 

The question of who belongs to the Opium Mafia leads, therefore, to 
complicated answers. It would be better to talk about a Mafia Complex in 
order to cover both causes and effects and a large grey zone in which all 
kinds of ideologues, decision makers, executioners and distributors oper-
ate, as do the mafia members. An example: in the Harrison Act the bureau-
cratic rule was set that addicts, as unregistered persons, had to obtain a 
prescription for their drugs. “Dope doctors” provided them for a fee:

During a single month one new york City doctor “wrote scrip” for 68,282 
grains of heroin, 54,097 grains of morphine, and 30,280 grains of cocaine.100 

The alternative for the addicts was (and often is) the so-called black mar-
ket, which is in the hands of the “real” underground. That inroad was, 
however, forbidden by the authorities through stiff penalties so that the 
“white market” of the doctors and pharmacists could keep their business; 
the industry, producer for everybody, could earn from both the under-
world and upperworld. 

98 Quoted by Idem, p. 145.
99 D. Courtwright, p. 144 mentions many proponents of this criticism in his note 123. 

See also w. eldridge, p. 24 ff. and p. 116 ff.  
100 D. Courtwright, p. 107. If around 1920 the average price per ounce of morphine is 

$100, of cocaine $50 and heroin $53, then this prescription trade has a value of nearly 
$8,000. If the ‘dope doctor’ got a fee per grain, he could have earned 152,000 x $0.5 per 
month, a multitude of what the President of the United States cashed every month. what 
inflation means in the drug business can be ascertained from the present price of heroin, 
which is $59-$88 per gram or $22 for 1/3 gram. If an American ounce = ca. 29 gram, its price 
today is $1,711-2,552 . See www.thegooddrugsguide.com. 
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For heroin, which came on the white and black markets around 1910-
20, Courtwright concludes:

... addiction was moving from the upperworld to the underworld, and the 
principal forces behind that shift were medical and demographic, rather 
than legal ... the background of the typical addict in 1940 ... would have 
been a lower-class white male, living in a decaying urban area. he would 
have had a history of what contemporaries called vice (gambling, excessive 
drinking, or consorting with prostitutes), and perhaps would have commit-
ted more serious criminal acts ... The law did not create the underworld 
addict, but it did aggravate his behavior.101

heroin was the illicit opiate par excellence. For the dealers it had the prin-
cipal advantage that it could be adulterated easily. Profits could be dou-
bled or quadrupled by cutting heroin with milk sugar or a similar 
substance. Around 1940 the heroin was one-third pure, very potent for 
present standards. heroin was also an ideal substance for smuggling and, 
in this period, much cheaper than morphine and ‘cheaper for the amount 
of kick in it’.102 

Once the police seizures of heroin were mapped, the diffusion could be 
followed easily: radiating outward from new york City by the mid-1920s, 
it had reached coastal cities north and south of new york. Then it spread 
westward. This process continued until around 1932 when heroin had 
supplanted morphine to a considerable degree as the drug of addiction in 
nearly every part of the United States. 

This map indicates the failure of the law which prohibited the produc-
tion and import of heroin (1925). It, furthermore, shows how the mafia 
(here a general concept for the underworld) took possession of the United 
States. Of course, not only drugs (from alcohol to heroin and cocaine) 
were their source of revenue, although there was always a specific inter-
nal division of labor, so that gambling or prostitution were covered as 
well.

The entry into the underworld, heroin department, was also stimulat-
ed by the way one took it. Around 1910 heroin was mostly sniffed, a decade 
later the hypodermic technique was widely diffused among addicts. Again 
later, addicts started to appreciate a subcutaneous, intramuscular or 
intravenous injection. In these acts the social (criminal) environment 
became lethal thanks to the following circumstances.103

101 Idem, p. 146, 147.
102 Idem, p. 108.
103 For the following see Idem, p. 110-111.
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In the 1930s there was a steadily declining purity of street heroin. It was 
the time when an aggressive new generation of Italian gangsters infiltrat-
ed the business, replacing the Jews in particular. The Italians increased 
the prices and lowered the level of adulteration. The Jewish dealers, 
apparently, got the image of the “good gangster”, who traded a ‘decent 
product’ making ‘a high but not exorbitant profit’ by exploiting ‘their’ 
addicts. Both had only a different way of looking at this macabre market: 
you can treat addicts ‘decently’ to exploit him/her longer (Jewish way) or 
you can squeeze the money quickly out him/her, because you never knew 
how long this looser had to live (Italian way).

This American Mafia Complex had, of course, an international element 
as Trocki indicated when he described that in these years drug transfor-
mations occurred in China also:

In fact, the production levels of opiates now gave China a surplus that made 
it possible for China to turn the tables on the western powers and begin 
exporting drugs to the United States and europe. American gangsters begin-
ning with Arnold Rothstein and going on to Meyer Lansky, Charles “Lucky” 
Luciano, Louis “Lepke” Buchalter and Jasha Katsenberg, forged links with 
Chinese drug lords, both in Shanghai and California, to obtain supplies for 
the growing American narcotics market.104

104 C. Trocki (1999), p. 133.

1+ounce seized
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Map 16. heroin seizures in the United States, 1927-1928
Source: D. Courtwright, p. 109 from Extracts from the Report of the Commissioner of 

Prohibition, 1928.
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A remarkable number of Jews (or people who were called as such105) and 
people with a Jewish background were busy in this drug scene and not 
only in America (see ch. 31). They are part and parcel of the Mafia 
Complex, which deserves to be entangled better than in the hollywood 
glamour productions.106

105 A Jew is only somebody who accepts the Jewish religion as his/her creed, whatever 
part or sect of it. If only one or two parents believe(d), than one can only speak of some-
body ‘with a Jewish background’. See further h. Derks (2004), chapter 7. One is too often 
confronted with highly exaggerated expressions, which also people with a Jewish back-
ground copied from Americans with an inferiority complex. In the mafia history this habit 
is demonstrated in the most ridiculous fashion in, for instance, Arnold Rothstein’s biogra-
phy in the Jewish Virtual Library (American-Israeli Cooperative enterprise) or on websites 
in which this gangster, murdered like many others of his kind, is called even ‘the spiritual 
father of American organized crime’ (www.carpenoctem.tv/mafia/rothstein.html). nick 
Tosches’s King of the Jews. The Arnold Rothstein Story (2005) supplied a religious hagiogra-
phy of this very mediocre figure.   

106 A good example is the study of F. Bovenkerk and y. yeşilgöz about the Turkish 
mafia.
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